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INTRODUCTION
Qualifications and Expertise
1.

I am the John C. Jeffries, Jr., Distinguished Professor of Law and the John V. Ray Research
Professor of Law at the University of Virginia. Before attending Law School, I studied
Russian history and politics at both the undergraduate and graduate level at Yale University. I
then worked as an analyst responsible for Soviet domestic politics in the U.S. Central
Intelligence Agency. After studying law at the University of Virginia and completing a
clerkship with Justice Lewis F. Powell, Jr., of the Supreme Court of the United States, I
joined the University of Virginia faculty in 1979.

2.

From the start of my academic career I have concentrated on Soviet and Russian law, politics
and economics, in addition to tax law, international law, and the organization and regulation
of international business transactions. I have taught a course related to Soviet or Russian law
in virtually every one of the 38 years I have worked as a law professor. I have published
extensively in the field, have taught in Soviet and Russian universities, and advised the
Russian Government as well as international organizations, other foreign governments, and
private clients on many public law issues. A full list of these activities can be found in my
curriculum vita.

3.

I have appeared as an expert on Russian law in numerous cases in U.S. and foreign courts as
well as various international arbitrations. U.S. and British courts have cited my opinions in
multiple cases, not only in those where I participated as an expert, as have international
arbitration tribunals. A full list of citations can be found in my curriculum vita.
Scope of This Report

4.

I have been asked by Hulley Enterprises Limited, Yukos Universal Limited, and Veteran
Petroleum Limited to provide a report expressing my expert opinion on issues of Russian law
raised by arbitration proceedings between Hulley Enterprises Limited, Yukos Universal
Limited, and Veteran Petroleum Limited and the Russian Federation based on the Energy
Charter Treaty (ECT). The arbitral awards rendered in these arbitration proceedings are
subject to annulment in the courts of the Netherlands and are sought to be recognized and
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enforced in a number of other jurisdictions. In particular, I have been asked to opine on: (i)
whether provisional application of international treaties is consistent with Russian law and
whether the Government is limited in its ability to agree to provisionally applicable treaties;
and (ii) whether there is any inconsistency between Russian law and Article 26 of the ECT
providing for the arbitration of disputes arising under that treaty. This report will be submitted
in proceedings before the Court of Appeal in The Hague relating to the appeal of Hulley
Enterprises Limited, Yukos Universal Limited, and Veteran Petroleum Limited against the
judgment of the District Court of The Hague of April 20, 2016, by which the awards were
annulled. To prepare this report I have been provided with the relevant submissions of the
parties in the proceedings before the District Court of The Hague, the expert report of
Professor Anton Asoskov dated October 30, 2014, 1 and the judgment of the District Court of
The Hague of April 20, 2016. 2
5.

I discuss the general features of the Russian constitutional system in Section 1 of this report,
and the constitutionality of provisional application of treaties in Section 2 of this report. I then
explain why the enactment of the Federal Law on International Treaties in 1995 did not make
prolonged provisional application of the ECT inconsistent with Russian Law. In Section 3 of
this report, I explain why the submission of disputes between foreign investors and the
Russian Federation to international arbitration is consistent with Russian law.

6.

In this report, I will address the expert report of Professor Anton Asoskov dated October 30,
2014 and submitted on behalf of the Russian Federation in the proceedings on the annulment
of the awards in the Netherlands and in other jurisdictions where recognition and enforcement
of the awards is sought. I also address Russian law aspects of the District Court Decision.
Independence from the Parties

7.

I am independent from the parties and their counsel. My involvement with the Yukos matter
began in 2005, in connection with an arbitral dispute between Yukos and another Russian

1

Expert Report of Professor Anton V. Asoskov, October 30, 2014 (Asoskov Report).
District Court of The Hague, Chamber for Commercial Affairs, Judgment of April 20, 2016 in
C/09/477160/HA ZA 15-1, C/09/477162/HA ZA 15-2 and C/09/481619/HA ZA 15-112 (District Court
Decision).
2
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energy company. I participated in the preparation of an espousal petition to the U.S. State
Department by U.S. investors in Yukos, which asked that Department to assert the interests of
U.S. persons who had suffered an expropriation in violation of customary international law.
In a British case to which neither Yukos nor the Russian Federation was a party, the High
Court of London referred with approval to my testimony concerning the likelihood of political
interference and the intimidation of Russian judges in the Yukos proceedings (Cherney v.
Deripaska, [2008] E.W.H.C. 1530 (Comm.), at ¶ 221). I opined in the Deripaska case that
political interference in Arbitrazh Court proceedings was not prevalent in general, but that its
existence in the Yukos case, which involved the renationalization of a critical sector of the
Russian economy, was evident. Later British court decisions also have cited that opinion,
including at least one considering enforcement of an arbitral award in favor of Yukos Capital
S.á.r.l. and against Rosneft (Yukos Capital Sárl v. OJSC Rosneft Oil Co., [2012] E.W.C.A.
Civ. 855 (Comm.), at ¶ 22).
8.

In an investment treaty arbitration involving the Russian Federation, I testified as an expert on
Russian law, particularly tax law, at the request of Spanish investors in Yukos. The arbitral
tribunal referred to my testimony in the course of reaching its conclusions in favor of the
claimants (Quasar de Valores SICA V S.A. v. Russian Federation, Arbitration Institute of the
Stockholm Chamber of Commerce, Award, July 20, 2012). In the matter under review here,
the tribunal referred to this testimony in its final award (Hulley Enterprises Limited (Cyprus)
v. Russian Federation, PCA Case No. AA 226, Final Award, July 18, 2014, at ¶ 495 n. 500). I
also have submitted testimony in ECT-based arbitration initiated by Yukos-related
companies. 3 Finally, I provided a report on Russian law in Dutch litigation involving Yukos
Capital S.á.r.l. My description and analysis of the substantive investment claims raised by the
Yukos dispute, but not any of the jurisdictional issues relating to arbitrability, were published
in a scholarly journal (Paul B. Stephan, “Taxation and Expropriation

The Destruction of the

Yukos Oil Empire,” 35 Houston J. Int’l L. 1 (2013)).
3
These matters are Yukos Capital S.à.r.l. v. The Russian Federation, PCA Case No. 2013-31; Luxtona Limited
v. The Russian Federation, PCA Case No. 2014-09; Financial Performance Holdings B.V. v. The Russian
Federation, PCA Case No. 2015-02.
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9.

In preparing this report, I bring to bear my expertise in the field of Russian law, including the
political and historical background that has shaped the contemporary Russia legal system.

10.

I confirm my genuine belief in the opinions expressed herein.

6
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
11.

In this Report, I discuss the general features of the Russian constitutional system in Section 1,
and the Russian regime on provisional application of treaties in Section 2. I then explain why
the enactment of the Federal Law on International Treaties in 1995 did not make prolonged
provisional application of the ECT inconsistent with Russian Law. In Section 3 of this report,
I explain why the submission of disputes between foreign investors and the Russian
Federation to international arbitration is consistent with Russian law.
Section 1: General Features of the Russian Constitutional System Regarding Treatymaking

12.

The 1993 Russian Constitution gives the President nearly complete control over the
Government and provides for only minimal legislative checks on the Government’s
composition and functioning. The Constitution as enacted in 1993 transferred most
supervisory authority over the Government from the Legislature to the President. In
particular, it consolidates control over the formation and implementation of Russia’s foreign
policy in the President and Government, with only very limited parliamentary constraints.

13.

The Constitution addresses treaty-making in several articles. It expressly assigns the power to
negotiate and sign treaties to the President, and conveys the authority to undertake these tasks
to the Government, subject to the President’s power to override the Government’s decisions.
It excludes the Legislature from participating in treaty-making except at the stage of
ratification, and does not specify what treaties require legislative approval. Finally, it
establishes the superior status of treaty-based rules within the Russian legal system.

14.

These constitutional provisions point to a single conclusion: Under the 1993 Constitution, the
President and Government have exclusive authority to determine the subject matter of
international treaties in negotiations with other states and to sign only treaties the content of
which the President or Government accepts. The role of the Legislature is limited to approval
through ratification of definitive entry into force of certain treaties. By virtue of Article 15(4)
of the Constitution, treaties have direct effect in the Russian legal system.

7
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Section 2: Provisional Application of Treaties Under Russian Law
15.

Provisional application allows for early assumption of international obligations without
waiting for completion of the sometimes lengthy processes required for the treaty’s entry into
force, such as compliance with domestic ratification procedures or, in the case of a
multilateral treaty, achievement of the stipulated number of consents. Russian law
distinguishes between provisional application and entry into force, and does not regard
compliance with the conditions for entry into force as a requirement for provisional
application. In Russia, provisional application is often pursued to put in effect a treaty that
must be ratified prior to its entry into force. Russian treaty practice and the decisions of its
courts establish that a treaty subject to provisional application resulting from a signing
approved by the President or the Government may have direct effect in Russian law even
when approval of the Legislature is a prerequisite for that treaty’s entry into force. This
arrangement not only does not violate the constitutional separation of powers, but has been
endorsed by the Legislature through laws adopted both before and after the signing of the
ECT.

16.

Russian practice regarding provisional application of treaties rests on the Vienna Convention
on the Law of Treaties (VCLT), which has applied to Russia throughout its existence as an
independent state, and the 1995 Federal Law on International Treaties (FLIT), which
incorporates the language of the Vienna Convention on provisional application verbatim.
Before enactment of the FLIT, the Russian Federation accepted the provisional application of
many treaties that had been negotiated and signed by the Soviet Government, and many
others that were signed and negotiated by the Russian Government. The adoption of the FLIT
confirmed this practice and made clear that Russian legislation imposed no substantive limits
on the kinds of treaties that may be provisionally applied. The FLIT also confirmed that a
treaty that must be ratified before it enters into force for the Russian Federation may apply
provisionally for an indefinite period.

17.

The Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation has ruled on several occasions that the
practice of provisional application of a treaty that requires ratification before it can enter into

8
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force complies with the Constitution. It also has ruled that under the Constitution, a
provisionally applicable treaty has the same effect within the domestic legal regime as does a
treaty that has been ratified. This means that, as a matter of Russian law, a court must apply
rules contained in a provisionally applicable treaty in instances where those rules differ from
or contradict rules found in Russian legislation.
18.

A review of Russian law, scholarly commentary, state practice and judicial decisions makes
clear that provisional application of a treaty and the incorporation into the domestic legal
regime of rules found in such treaties is consistent with Russian law. In particular, the
incorporation into the domestic legal regime of rules found in provisionally applicable treaties
that contradict or are different from other extant rules of Russian legislation also is consistent
with Russian law. Where a rule found in a provisionally applicable treaty conflicts with a preexisting rule adopted by the Legislator, Russian law requires that the rule in the treaty
prevails. Not only does this practice conform to the particular system of separation of powers
established by the Russian Constitution, but the Russian Legislator had endorsed it multiple
times.

19.

Contrary to what the Russian Federation has argued, and the District Court of The Hague has
held, Article 23(2)2) of the FLIT did not render provisional application of the ECT
inconsistent with Russian law. That provision requires the submission of a provisionally
applicable treaty to the Duma (the lower house of the Legislature) within six months of the
commencement of its provisional application. However, it does not provide for any
consequences if this obligation is not met or if the Duma fails to act on a submitted treaty. As
is clear from its language, this provision did not apply to the ECT, the provisional application
of which started more than six months before the entry onto force of the FLIT. Moreover, a
review of the language and context of this provision, as well as scholarly commentary and
statements made by the Russian Government, President and Duma, all confirm that
Article 23(2)2) does not affect the continuation of a treaty’s provisional application or act in
any way to terminate that status. The Russian Federation consistently has continued to apply
treaties provisionally even when long delays have occurred between the commencement of

9
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provisional application and submission of a treaty to the Duma, or when the Duma has failed
to act on a submitted treaty. Lastly, even if Article 23(2)2) of the FLIT did apply to the ECT,
the ECT was submitted for ratification in 1996 and therefore any issue that may have existed
under Article 23(3)2) was cured.
Section 3: International Arbitration of Investment Disputes is Consistent with Russian Law
20.

The Russian Federation also contends that arbitration of disputes under Article 26 of the ECT
conflicts with Russian law, because “Russian law has always prohibited arbitration of public
law disputes.” This argument is ill founded. First, as discussed in Section 2, as a matter of
Russian law on provisional application, the Russian Federation can validly consent to
provisional application of any treaty, including treaties that contain a commitment to arbitrate
“public law disputes” (even if such a commitment were inconsistent with existing domestic
law). The valid acceptance of these obligations by itself makes these disputes arbitrable as a
matter of Russian law, and thus consistent with Russian law.

21.

Second, the entire discussion of arbitrability of public-law disputes in Russia is misconceived.
What is arbitrated under Article 26 ECT is an international law claim, not a Russian law
claim. In essence, the dichotomy between public-law disputes and those grounded in private
law does not apply to international-law disputes. Both in the abstract and as a matter of
specific Russian law, rights and duties based on international law constitute a distinct
category encompassing the international legal order, rather than Russian public or private law.
Russian law contains pervasive evidence as to the arbitrability of treaty-based claims. The
Russian-law distinction between domestic public law disputes and private law disputes is
therefore irrelevant for disputes arising out of international-law relations. When a treaty
provides for international arbitration, Russian law accepts the arbitrability of all claims arising
under that treaty. Claims arising under a treaty can be submitted to arbitration irrespective of
whether or not Russian law limits arbitrability of disputes based on domestic public law.

22.

Third, and crucially, Russian legislation in effect at the time of the signing of the ECT –
namely, the 1991 law on foreign investments – anticipated and provided for international
arbitration of investment disputes, including disputes over whether acts of the Russian
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Federation constituted an expropriation within the terms of a treaty. In particular, that
legislation contemplated submission of such disputes to arbitration on the basis of an
international treaty. Legislation enacted in 1999 confirmed the arbitrability of foreign
investment disputes. Thus, Russian legislation dealing specifically with investment matters
makes clear that the arbitration obligations contained in Article 26 of the ECT do not
transgress any limits on arbitrability imposed by Russian law and are fully consistent with
Russian law.
Conclusion
23.

It is my opinion that Russian law is consistent with an international legal obligation to submit
disputes between a foreign investor and the Russian Federation to international arbitration.
Russian law provides for provisional application of treaties in accordance with the VCLT and
the FLIT. The signing of the ECT in 1994 at the direction of the Russian Government
satisfied those requirements. On this basis alone, provisional application of the ECT was
sufficient for the Russian Federation to consent to arbitration. In any event, Russian law also
regards all issues arising from an international agreement that provides for arbitration of
investment disputes as arbitrable and hence binding. Accordingly, the offer to arbitrate
investment disputes under Article 26 of the ECT is consistent with Russian law.

11
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1

GENERAL FEATURES OF THE RUSSIAN CONSTITUTIONAL SYSTEM
REGARDING TREATY-MAKING

24.

The current Constitution of the Russian Federation (1993 Constitution, or Constitution)
went into effect on December 25, 1993, following a nation-wide referendum. The political
events that preceded the adoption of the Constitution determined its distribution of powers to
the branches of the state (Section 1.1). The Constitution that emerged out of this process
represents a significant departure from the Soviet system of (formal) legislative supremacy
and instead grants broad powers to the President and Government (Section 1.2). In particular,
the Constitutional system regarding treaty-making gives primacy to the President and
Government, rather than the Russian Legislator (Section 1.3).

1.1

Political background of the 1993 Constitution

25.

The 1993 Constitution grew out of a lengthy and at times decidedly adversarial process. In
important respects, it aimed to correct the perceived deficiencies of the constitutional
structure that the Russian Federation had inherited from the Soviet period. That structure
reflected a mixture of Soviet elements with institutions created during Gorbachev’s
Perestroika and first years of Russia’s independence. The Soviet-era principle of legislative
supremacy meant that all legal authority in the R.S.F.S.R. was vested in the Parliament (from
1990, the Congress of People’s Deputies and the Supreme Soviet). Constitutional
amendments adopted in May 1991 modified this principle creating a popularly elected
President who served as an alternative source of national authority. These changes left open,
however, the extent to which Presidential power could encroach on that of the Legislature, if
at all.

26.

The conflict between the R.S.F.S.R. and the U.S.S.R. that resulted in the triumph of the
former and the dissolution of the latter masked these constitutional issues. The first enactment
of the R.S.F.S.R. Congress of Deputies was a Declaration of Sovereignty that asserted the
supremacy of Union Republic authority over economic management and natural resources,
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among other matters, in derogation of the competence of the U.S.S.R. 4 In particular, the
Declaration established “the supremacy of the R.S.F.S.R. Constitution and laws of the
R.S.F.S.R. throughout the territory of the R.S.F.S.R.; the effect of acts of the U.S.S.R. which
are contrary to the sovereign rights of the R.S.F.S.R. shall be suspended by the Republic on
its territory.” 5 For the next 18 months, a “war of the laws” between the U.S.S.R. and the
R.S.F.S.R. ensued, with the Russian Federation asserting its independent and supreme power
to regulate private economic activity and foreign investment, among other matters.6
27.

In keeping with this new approach to sovereignty, the Congress of People’s Deputies of the
R.S.F.S.R. in 1990 appointed a Constitutional Commission headed by Boris Yeltsin (at the
time chair of the Supreme Soviet) consisting of approximately 100 deputies.

7

The

Constitutional Commission produced several drafts of a constitution to replace the
1978 Constitution of the R.S.F.S.R., none of which was ultimately endorsed by the Congress
of People’s Deputies as final. These drafts nevertheless generally reflected the preferences of
the Congress of Deputies and Supreme Soviet, who largely wished to protect their
prerogatives in something like the form that had existed in Soviet times and to resist
Presidential power. 8
28.

Boris Yeltsin was elected President in June 1991. The Soviet Union came to its end in
December 1991. A significant rupture between President Yeltsin and the Russian Legislature
emerged almost immediately after this historic event. 9 The efforts to draft a new constitution
became entangled in the conflicts between the President and the Legislature. A standoff
between the President and the Legislature in March 1993 drew in the chair of the
Constitutional Court, who intervened in hopes of defusing the situation. 10 In May 1993,
President Yeltsin proposed an alternative constitution to that developed by the Constitutional

4

Declaration on the State Sovereignty of the R.S.F.S.R. of June 12, 1990, ¶¶ 1, 5 (Exhibit S-1).
Id. ¶5 item 2.
6
For my contemporaneous description of this conflict, see Paul B. Stephan, Soviet Law and Foreign Investment:
Perestroyka’s Gordian Knot, 25 Int’l Law. 741 at 751-753 (1991) (Exhibit S-2).
7
Jane Henderson, The Constitution of the Russian Federation – A Contextual Analysis at 62 (Hart
Publishing 2011) (Henderson) (Exhibit S-3).
8
Henderson at 62, 66-68 (Exhibit S-3); Robert B. Ahdieh, Russia’s Constitutional Revolution – Legal
Consciousness and the Transition to Democracy 1985-1996 at 48-52 (1997) (Ahdieh) (Exhibit S-4).
9
Henderson at 68-72 (Exhibit S-3).
10
Henderson at 72 (Exhibit S-3); Ahdieh at 56, 86-87 (Exhibit S-4).
5
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Commission. 11 Days later, he summoned a Constitutional Conference to prepare a new
constitution on the basis of his proposal. 12 The confrontation reached its peak in the fall of
1993, after President Yeltsin issued a decree suspending the existing Legislature and, in part,
Constitution and laying out the ground for a popular referendum to approve a not-yetfinalized new Constitution. 13 The Constitutional Court ruled this decree invalid, 14 and an
armed uprising in Moscow ensued. 15
29.

After suppressing the uprising, focused on the Legislature housed in the Russian “White
House” and resulting in hundreds of deaths, the President asserted his dominance over the
Legislature and suspended the Constitutional Court (which did not resume work until 1995). 16
The Constitutional Conference resumed its work, operating under the supervision of
presidential allies, and prepared a draft constitution that reflected the new political situation
and presidential supremacy. 17 This draft was published on November 10, 1993, and approved
by a referendum on December 12 of that year. 18

1.2

The Constitutional attribution of powers as adopted in 1993 represented a significant
departure from the previous constitutional structure

30.

The 1993 Constitution represented a significant departure from the original 1978 R.S.F.S.R.
Constitution, the amended R.S.F.S.R. Constitution in effect in 1993, and the drafts produced
by the Constitutional Commission. A comparison of the adopted Constitution with the one in
force in 1993, as well as the last Draft Constitution prepared by the Constitutional
Commission of the Russian Federation published in July 1993 (1993 Draft Constitution), 19

11

The draft is available at http://constitution.garant.ru/history/active/1021/.
Decree of the President of the Russian Federation No. 718 of May 20, 1993, preamble (Exhibit S-5). See also
Henderson at 74-75 (Exhibit S-3); Ahdieh at 56-57 (Exhibit S-4).
13
Decree of the President of the Russian Federation No. 1400 of September 21, 1993, ¶ 1 (Exhibit S-6). See
also Henderson at 77-78 (Exhibit S-3); Ahdieh at 66-67 (Exhibit S-4).
14
Opinion of the Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation No. 2-3 of September 21, 1993 (Exhibit S7).See also Henderson at 78 (Exhibit S-3), Ahdieh at 66 (Exhibit S-4).
15
Henderson at 78 (Exhibit S-3).
16
Decree of the President of the Russian Federation No. 1612 of October 7, 1993 (Exhibit S-8). See also
Henderson at 78 (Exhibit S-3).
17
Henderson at 79 (Exhibit S-3); Ahdieh at 72-7 (Exhibit S-4).
18
Henderson at 79-81 (Exhibit S-3); Ahdieh at 73 (Exhibit S-4).
19
Draft Constitution of the Russian Federation prepared by the Constitutional Commission of the Congress of
People’s Deputies of the Russian Federation, July 16, 1993 (1993 Draft Constitution) (Exhibit S-9). The
12
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demonstrates in particular how the 1993 Constitution gives precedence to presidential and
governmental powers over those of the Legislature. The Constitution adopted in 1993 created
a strong and legally powerful President, endowed with lawmaking powers, effective control
over the Government, and the capacity to dismiss the Duma (the lower house of the
Parliament). A leading U.S. specialist accurately described the Constitution as establishing a
“hypertrophic presidency.” 20 It provided that the Government, although bound to implement
enacted legislation, would be composed and controlled by the President, with only minimal
parliamentary accountability. The popularly elected Duma, the house of the Legislature with
principal lawmaking authority, is subject to dissolution by the President if it either rejects his
candidates for chair of the Government or passes a vote of no confidence in the Government.
31.

To appreciate the distribution of state power created by the 1993 Constitution, one must
consider the earlier constitutional precedents and models. Below I focus in particular on the
differences between the 1993 Draft Constitution and the version that was adopted concerning
the respective powers of the Presidents and the Legislature. These differences demonstrate
how the framers of the Constitution rejected the option of a strong Parliament in favor of a
potent President and Government.

32.

The structure of the 1993 Draft Constitution was significant, as, like the Soviet-era
Constitution, it addressed the Legislature first, then the President and Government. 21 Other
significant characteristics of this document were:
The 1993 Draft did not provide for Presidential dissolution of the Duma (the lower
house of the Parliament), while the Constitution as adopted does. 22

preliminary comment to the Draft indicates that it reflected the views of the Legislature on the direction of the
Russian constitutional development.
Between December 1991 and September 1993 I engaged in a number of dialogues with Russian officials over
constitutional reform, both in Moscow and the United States, and provided substantial comments on the
November 1992 Draft that preceded the draft discussed in text.
20
Robert Sharlet, Russian Constitutional Change: An Opportunity Missed, 7 Demokratizatsiya 437, 437 (1999)
(Exhibit S-10) Professor Sharlet was the foremost U.S. specialist on Soviet and Russian constitutional law
during this period and worked closed with Russian legal specialists on public law issues during the first half of
the 1990s, often while resident in Moscow.
21
Chapter 15 of the 1993 Draft Constitution (Exhibit S-9) deals with the Legislature and Chapter 16 with the
President and Executive Power. Similarly, the R.S.F.S.R. Constitution in effect in 1993 (Exhibit S-11)
addressed first the Legislature (Chapters 10-13), and then the President (Chapter 13-1). In contrast, Chapter 4 of
the 1993 Constitution (Exhibit S-12) deals with the President, and Chapter 5 with the Legislature.

15
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The 1993 Draft gave the Parliament the power to dismiss any member of the
Government or the head of any organ of the executive branch upon a simple majority
vote of no confidence, while the Constitution as adopted restricts the Duma’s noconfidence power to the Government as a whole and gives the President the option
of dissolving the Duma as an alternative to dismissal of the Government. 23
The 1993 Draft Constitution gave the Parliament a veto over the appointment of all
leading Government officials, while the 1993 Constitution limits this veto to the
Prime Minister and requires dissolution of the Duma if it rejected the President’s
nominee for that post three times. 24
The 1993 Draft Constitution conditioned the authority to determine the structure of
the Government on enactment of a law by the Legislature, while the
1993 Constitution assigns that power to the President. 25
The 1993 Draft Constitution provided for initiation of impeachment proceedings
against the President upon a majority vote by any of the houses of the Parliament,
while the 1993 Constitution imposes a two-thirds supermajority vote by the Duma
and stricter procedural requirements.26
The 1993 Draft Constitution assigned to the Parliament the authority to decide on the
main direction in foreign and domestic policy and gave the President only the power
to “manage the implementation of foreign policy,” while the 1993 Constitution

22

1993 Constitution Articles 111(4), 117(3) (Exhibit S-12).
Compare 1993 Draft Constitution Article 99(4) (Exhibit S-9) with 1993 Constitution Article 117(3) (Exhibit
S-12).
24
Compare 1993 Draft Constitution Articles 87(1)(k), 94(1)(b) (Exhibit S-9) with 1993 Constitution Articles
109(1), 111(1) & (4) (Exhibit S-12). Both the 1993 Draft Constitution and the 1993 Constitution gave the
President the power to refuse to sign legislation, consigning to the legislature the power to overrule such a veto
with a two-thirds majority vote. Compare 1993 Draft Constitution Article 90(4) with 1993 Constitution Article
107(3).
25
Compare 1993 Draft Constitution Article 98(1) (Exhibit S-9) with 1993 Constitution Article 112(1) (Exhibit
S-12).
26
Compare 1993 Draft Constitution Article 96(2) (Exhibit S-9) with 1993 Constitution Article 93(2) (Exhibit
S-12).
23
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identifies the President as the person who “governs” foreign policy and decides on its
directions. 27
33.

To summarize, the 1993 Constitution establishes a decidedly presidential regime, both in
contrast to the extant 1978 R.S.F.S.R. Constitution and the 1993 Draft Constitution reflecting
the legislature’s constitutional views. To recapitulate, the Constitution gives the President
nearly complete control over the Government and provides for only minimal legislative
checks on the Government’s composition and functioning. In contradistinction to the 1993
Draft, the President has the authority to select all chairs, deputy chairs and ministers of the
Government. 28 The Duma can reject his choice of chair, but it will be dissolved if it rejects the
President’s choice of chair three times, at which point the President can appoint the chair
without seeking the Duma’s approval. 29 In the case of appointment and dismissal of other
members of the Government, the President must act on the proposal of the chair, but the
President also has the authority to dismiss the Government, including the chair, without
parliamentary approval. 30 If the Duma passes a first motion of no confidence, the President
can disregard it and keep the Government in power.31 If the Duma adopts a second motion of
no confidence within three months of the first, the President may respond by dissolving the
Duma and leaving the Government in place. 32

34.

These changes show that the drafters of the Russian Constitution considered the option of a
strong parliament, but in the end chose a very different constitutional set up. The Constitution
as enacted in 1993 represents a significant shift of power from the legislative branch to the
President and Government and transferred most supervisory authority over the Government
from the Legislature to the President. In particular, it consolidates control over the formation
and implementation of Russia’s foreign policy in the President and Government, with only

27
Compare 1993 Draft Constitution Articles 87(1)(c), 94(1)(l) (Exhibit S-9) with 1993 Constitution Articles
80(3), 86(a) (Exhibit S-12). On a less consequential level, the 1993 Constitution required the President to “take
into account” the opinions of the relevant legislative committees when appointing diplomatic representatives,
while the 1993 Constitution required the President only to “consult” with these committees. Compare 1993
Draft Constitution Article 94(1)(l) (Exhibit S-9) with 1993 Constitution Article 83(l) (Exhibit S-12).
28
1993 Constitution Article 83(a), (e) (Exhibit S-12).
29
Id. Article 83(a), 111(1), (4) (Exhibit S-12).
30
Id. Article 117(2) (Exhibit S-12).
31
Id. Article 117(3) (Exhibit S-12).
32
Id. (Exhibit S-12).
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limited parliamentary constraints. As Section 1.3 of this report demonstrates, this
consolidated control extends to treaty-making.
1.3

The Constitutional structure with respect to treaty-making

35.

The Constitution addresses treaty-making in several articles. It expressly assigns the power to
negotiate and sign treaties to the President, and conveys the authority to undertake these tasks
to the Government, subject to the President’s power to override the Government’s decisions.
It excludes the Federal Assembly (the Parliament) from participating in treaty-making except
at the stage of ratification, and does not specify what treaties require legislative approval.
Finally, it establishes the superior status of treaty-based rules within the Russian legal system.

36.

The constitutional provisions dealing with international law, including treaties, were
especially important to participants in the process leading up to the Constitution. In the words
of a leading Russian international legal scholar:
The focus on international law was motivated by several politico-legal
considerations, some of which retain their validity for Russia today. First, there was
a consensus among policy makers and citizens that Soviet internal law lagged behind
legal standards that had been developed at the international level. Second, the
reliance on international law indicated that international institutions were accorded
more trust than national institutions, which had lost much of their legitimacy after
the failure of the Communist idea and revelations in the media about the totalitarian
state’s gross violations of human rights. Third, international standards, in particular
human rights standards, enjoyed a high degree of legitimacy, not only because of
their prior (even if only “verbal”) acceptance by the Soviet Union, but also because
of their general recognition and implementation by the “civilized nations.” 33

37.

Scholars argued even before the end of the Soviet period that opening the Russian legal
system to international law would bolster efforts to replace the Soviet administrative
arbitrariness with a proper rule of law. 34 The provisions of the 1993 Constitution concerning
international law are consistent with this objective. They make it easier for the Russian
Federation to introduce international legal norms into the Russian legal system by centralizing
international lawmaking in the Presidency and Government as well as incorporating those
obligations into the domestic legal system.

33

G.M. Danilenko, The New Russian Constitution and International Law, 88 Am. J. Int’l L. 451, at 459 (1994)
(Exhibit S-13).
34
See, for instance, V.S. Vereshchetin, G.M. Danilenko & R.A. Mullerson, Constitutional Reform in the
U.S.S.R. and International Law, 5 Sovetskoe Gosudarstvo i Pravo 13 (1990) (Exhibit S-14).
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38.

As noted above, Article 86(a) of the Constitution provides that the President shall govern the
foreign policy of the Russian Federation. In accordance with this general authority, it states
expressly that the President shall “hold negotiations and sign international treaties and
agreements of the Russian Federation.” 35 It thus indicates that treaty-making constitutes a
portion of the foreign policy of the Russian Federation for which the President has ultimate
responsibility.

39.

Although the 1993 Constitution did not address expressly the treaty-making authority of the
Government, it can be inferred from the constitutional language that the Government was
expected to negotiate and sign treaties, subject to the President’s supervision and control.

40.

Specifically, Article 114(1)(e) of the Constitution authorizes the Government to “carry out
measures to secure the … implementation of the foreign policy of the Russian Federation.”
As a leading treatise on Russian constitutional law confirms, the competence of the
Government under Article 114(1)(e) includes the power to negotiate and sign treaties. 36

41.

In addition, legislatively authorized competences of the Government at the time of the
Constitution’s adoption, as well as subsequent legislation, establish the scope of the
Government’s authority under Article 114(1)(e). The Law No. 4174-1 of December 22, 1992,
on the Council of Ministers (1992 Law on the Council of Ministers) provided specifically
for treaty negotiation and signing by the Russian Government. 37 The Federal Law No. 101-FZ

35

1993 Constitution Article 86 (b).
Commentary to the Constitution of the Russian Federation (L.V. Lazarev, ed., 2009), at
http://constitution.garant ru/science-work/comment/5366634/chapter/6/#block 114 (Exhibit S-15):
36

Measures for the implementation by the Government of foreign policy include maintaining representation
of the Russian Federation in foreign states and international organizations, conclusion of international
treaties of the Russian Federation within the powers granted to it, ensuring the observance by the Russian
Federation of its obligations under international treaties, as well as monitoring the observance by other
parties thereto of their obligations, promoting geopolitical interests of the Russian Federation, protection
citizens of the Russian Federation outside its borders, governing and exercising state control in the sphere
of foreign economic activity, international scientific-technical and cultural cooperation. (Article 21 of the
Federal Constitutional Law on Government). (Emphasis added.)
This analysis indicates that the Government enjoys the authority to conclude international treaties, particularly
with respect to the sphere of foreign economic activity.
37
Article 20 of the Law (Exhibit S-16) stipulates:
Within the limits of its powers, the Council of Ministers of the Russian Federation:
...
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of July 15, 1995, on International Treaties (FLIT) and the Federal Constitutional Law No. 2FKZ of December 17, 1997, on the Government of the Russian Federation (1997 Law on the
Government) 38 further indicate that the Government would have the power to negotiate and
sign treaties. The text of Article 11 of the FLIT provides:
1. Decisions to negotiate and to sign international treaties of the Russian
Federation shall be made:
a) with respect to treaties to be concluded on behalf of the Russian Federation,
by the President of the Russian Federation, but with respect to treaties to be
concluded on behalf of the Russian Federation on matters under the jurisdiction of
the Government of the Russian Federation, by the Government of the Russian
Federation;
b) with respect to treaties to be concluded on behalf of the Government of the
Russian Federation, by the Government of the Russian Federation.
2. Decisions to negotiate and to sign international treaties of the Russian
Federation on matters under the jurisdiction of the Government of the Russian
Federation shall be made by the President of the Russian Federation if
circumstances so require. 39
These enactments all confirm that the Russian Constitution assigns to the Government (and
the President) the authority to negotiate and sign international treaties.
42.

The Russian Government’s practice during this period confirms it had the authority to
negotiate and sign treaties. A sample of examples includes:
i.

Agreement of May 12, 1994, on Trade and Economic Cooperation between the
Russian Federation and the Swiss Confederation, signed pursuant to Government
Resolution No. 472 of May 6, 1994.

ii.

Agreement of February 18, 1995, between the Government of the Russian Federation
and the Government of the Polish Republic on Early Notification of a Nuclear

5. Provides leadership in the field of relations of the Russian Federation with foreign states and
international organizations; provides for the representation of the Russian Federation in foreign states and
international organizations, concludes inter-governmental agreements, take measures for the execution of
international treaties of the Russian Federation; provides leadership in the field of foreign trade and other
types of foreign economic activity, scientific-technical and cultural cooperation.
38
Under the Russian Constitution, constitutional laws are not constitutional amendments. They address
important issues of state structure and are subject to supermajority voting requirements. 1993 Constitution
Article 108. The Constitution provides for the adoption of constitutional laws with respect to states of
emergency (Article 56), incorporation of new components into the Russian Federation (Article 65(2), referenda
announced by the President (Article 84(c)), the functioning of the Government (Article 114(2)), and the
organization of the judicial system (Article 118(3)).
39
The 1997 Law on the Government (Exhibit S-17) assigns to the Government the responsibility to “enter into
international treaties of the Russian Federation, ensure compliance with the Russian Federation’s commitments
under international treaties as well as supervise the compliance by other members of said treaties with their
commitments” (Article 21).
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Accident, Exchange of Information on Nuclear Facilities and Cooperation in the Field
of Nuclear Safety and Radiation Protection, 40 signed pursuant to Government
Resolution No. 554 of May 25, 1994. 41
iii.

Agreement of June 8, 1994, between the Government of the Russian Federation and
the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development on Privileges and
Immunities Granted to the Organization in the Russian Federation, signed pursuant to
Governmental Resolution No. 629 of June 5, 1994.

iv.

Agreement of July 19, 1995, between the Government of the Russian Federation and
the Interstate Economic Committee of the Economic Union on the Conditions for Its
Presence on the Territory of the Russian Federation, signed pursuant to Government
Resolution No. 726 of July 17, 1995.

43.

In contrast, the Constitution leaves little, if any, room for the exercise of legislative control
over decisions to negotiate and sign treaties. It does not authorize the Parliament or either of
its Houses to negotiate or sign treaties. Article 86(b)’s express assignment of this function to
the President, and Article 114(1)(e)’s endorsement of the exercise of this function by the
Government, excludes legislative authority over this stage of the treaty-making process. This
exclusion of the Legislature stands in contrast to the amended version of the 1978 R.S.F.S.R.
Constitution, as in effect until December 25, 1993, which authorized the Congress of People’s
Deputies to decide any issue within the competence of the Russian Federation, including
negotiation and signature of treaties. 42

44.

The FLIT confirms that the Constitution does not allocate to the Duma any responsibility for
the negotiation or signing of treaties. It recognizes the right of the Duma, along with that of

40

Agreement between the Government of the Russian Federation and the Government of the Republic of Poland
on Early Notification of a Nuclear Accident, Exchange of Information on Nuclear Facilities and Cooperation in
the Field of Nuclear Safety and Radiation Protection of February 18, 1995 (Exhibit S-107)
41
Resolution of the Government of the Russian Federation No. 554, on the Signing of the Agreement between
the Government of the Russian Federation and the Government of the Republic of Poland on Early Notification
of a Nuclear Accident, Exchange of Information on Nuclear Facilities and Cooperation in the Field of Nuclear
Safety and Radiation Protection of May 25, 1995 (Exhibit S-106)
42
Article 104(2) of the 1978 R.S.F.S.R. Constitution (Exhibit S-11), as amended and in effect until superseded
by the 1993 Constitution, provided that “[t]he Congress of People’s Deputies of the Russian Federation is
authorized to consider and decide any question coming within the competence of the Russian Federation.”
Under Article 72(j) of the 1978 R.S.F.S.R. Constitution, foreign policy and international treaties of the Russian
Federation were within the competence of the Russian Federation.
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the Council of the Federation (the upper house of the Legislature), and a number of other
actors outside the executive branch, to recommend the making of international treaties, but
does not obligate the President or the Government to abide by these recommendations. 43
Accordingly, the Federal Assembly has no authority to require the Government to negotiate
any particular treaty or to pursue any particular objects in such negotiations; nor can the
Federal Assembly effect the signing of a treaty over the Government’s objections.
45.

Under the Constitution, the Federal Assembly’s role is limited to ratification and denunciation
of certain treaties that have been negotiated and signed. Article 106(d) specifies that the
Council of the Federation must concur in the adoption of laws on ratification and
denunciation. Ratification is a step that occurs after the text of a treaty has been finalized
through negotiation and signing and represents a means of the Russian Federation assuming
definitive (as opposed to provisional) obligations under a specific category of treaties.44 This
Article further indicates that the Russian Legislature’s role in treaty-making is limited to the
process that occurs after a treaty has been negotiated and signed.

46.

No provision of the Constitution specifies when ratification is necessary for a treaty to enter
into force with respect to the Russian Federation. Soviet and Russian legislation have
addressed this.

47.

Article 12 of the Law of July 6, 1978, on the Procedure for Entry into, Performance and
Denunciation of International Treaties of the U.S.S.R. (1978 Law) and Article 15 of the FLIT
provide for ratification of certain categories of treaties. They state:

43

FLIT Article 8 (Exhibit S-18). This Article states in full:

1. Recommendations concerning the conclusion of international treaties of the Russian Federation may
be submitted for consideration to, depending on the nature of the issues involved, the President of the
Russian Federation or the Government of the Russian Federation by either Chamber of the Federal
Assembly of the Russian Federation and by constituent entities of the Russian Federation through their
relevant state organs.
Such recommendations may also be submitted by the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation, the
Supreme Arbitration Court of the Russian Federation, the Prosecutor General of the Russian Federation, the
Central Bank of the Russian Federation and the Ombudsman for Human Rights with regard to matters
under their jurisdiction.
2. The President of the Russian Federation, the Government of the Russian Federation or, on their
instructions, a federal minister or the head of a federal executive organ shall respond to recommendations
within one month.
44
For the discussion of the difference between provisional application and entry into force upon ratification see
¶¶ 76-79 below.
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1978 Law
Article 12. International treaties of the U.S.S.R. subject to ratification
International treaties of the U.S.S.R. on friendship, cooperation, and mutual
assistance; treaties on mutual· renunciation of the use of force or threat of force;
peace treaties; treaties on territorial demarcation of the U.S.S.R. with other states;
and treaties establishing rules different from those set forth by U.S.S.R. legislative
acts shall be subject to ratification.
In addition, international treaties of the U.S.S.R. which the Parties agreed, at the
time of their execution. to subject to subsequent ratification. shall also be subject to
ratification.
The Presidium of the U.S.S.R. Supreme Soviet may also ratify other
international treaties of the U.S.S.R.
FLIT
Article 15. International treaties of the Russian Federation subject to
ratification
1. The following international treaties of the Russian Federation shall be subject to
ratification:
a) international treaties whose implementation requires modification of existing
legislation or the enactment of new federal laws, or that set out rules different from
those provided for by a law;
b) international treaties concerning basic rights and freedoms of the person and the
citizen;
c) international treaties concerning the territorial demarcation of the Russian
Federation with other States, including international treaties on State Border of the
Russian Federation, as well as international treaties concerning the demarcation of
the exclusive economic zone or continental shelf of the Russian Federation; ‘
d) international treaties concerning the basis of inter-State relations in connection
with the defense capability of the Russian Federation, disarmament and international
arms control, and international peace and security, as well as peace treaties and
collective security treaties;
e) international treaties concerning the participation of the Russian Federation in
inter-State unions, international organizations, and other inter-State associations that
require the Russian Federation to transfer certain powers to them or establish that
decisions of their organs are binding upon the Russian Federation.
2. An international treaty shall likewise be subject to ratification if the parties have
agreed to subsequent ratification when concluding the international treaty.
Scholars debated whether Article 12 of the 1978 Law remained in effect during the period
between adoption of the Constitution and the entry into force of the FLIT, 45 but no one
argued then or since that the scope of the obligation to obtain legislative approval as a
condition of a treaty’s entry into force was greater during this period than that provided by
Article 12.
48.

The Constitution also addresses the legal consequences of treaties in Russian domestic law.
Its Article 15(4) implements the goal, noted above in ¶ 37 of this Report, of using

45

See, e.g., G.M. Danilenko, The New Russian Constitution and International Law, 88 Am. J. Int’l L. 451,
at 454 (1994) (Exhibit S-13).
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international law as a check on domestic legal instability. Article 15 deals generally with
sources of law and hierarchy within the Russian legal order. As to international law, including
treaties, Article 15(4) provides:
The universally recognized norms of international law and international treaties and
agreements of the Russian Federation shall be a component part of its legal system.
If an international treaty or agreement of the Russian Federation fixes other rules
than those envisaged by law, the rules of the international agreement shall be
applied. 46
49.

As will be further discussed below at ¶¶ 101-108 of this report, this provision incorporates
rules found in provisionally applicable treaties of the Russian Federation into the Russian
legal system and ensures that they are given priority over those contained in legislation and
other domestic sources of law.

50.

These constitutional provisions point to a single conclusion: Under the 1993 Constitution, the
President and Government have exclusive authority to determine the subject matter of
international treaties in negotiations with other states and to sign only treaties the content of
which the President or Government accepts. Other elements of the Russian state, including
the lower and upper houses of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation, may make
recommendations to the President or Government about treaty negotiations, but these
recommendations do not bind the President or Government in any way. The role of the
Federal Assembly is limited to approval through ratification of definitive entry into force of
certain treaties. By virtue of Article 15(4) of the Constitution, treaties have direct effect in the
Russian legal system.

51.

Given the breadth of the Presidential and Governmental competence in shaping Russia’s
foreign policy in general and in accepting treaty commitments on Russia’s behalf in
particular, it is only reasonable to expect that the President and Government have broad
powers to apply treaties on a provisional basis. I discuss this in the following section.

46

For discussion of the purpose of this provision, see ¶¶ 37-38 above.
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2

PROVISIONAL APPLICATION OF TREATIES UNDER RUSSIAN LAW

52.

As the discussion in the prior section indicates, the President and the Government have
constitutional authority to determine the contents of a treaty through negotiations and to sign
lusive of the
Legislature. Accordingly, the President or Government also has the authority to create legally
binding international obligations through the signing of a treaty that provides for provisional
application.

53.

Russian law, like international law generally, distinguishes between provisional application of
a treaty and its entry into force. Provisional application allows for early assumption of
international obligations without waiting for completion of the sometimes lengthy processes
required for the treaty’s entry into force, such as compliance with domestic ratification
procedures or, in the case of a multilateral treaty, achievement of the stipulated number of
consents. It presupposes the existence of later events, such as ratification, that will result in a
treaty’s entry into force, but by its nature it cannot depend on the occurrence of those events.
The requirements for a valid consent to provisional application of a treaty thus in most
instances are different from those for expressing consent to be bound by a treaty in a manner
that results in its entry into force.

54.

This report explains the regime of provisional application under Russian law. It first discusses
the existence of the President and Government’s authority to agree on behalf of the Russian
Federation to the provisional application of the treaty. In particular, Russian law expressly
associates the authority to agree to provisional application with the authority to sign a treaty
(Section 2.1). This report then demonstrates that Russian law requires that there be an
agreement among treaty parties to permit provisional application, but does not impose any
limitations on the subject matter of the agreement to be applied provisionally (Section 2.2).
Russian law distinguishes between provisional application and entry into force, and does not
regard compliance with the conditions for entry into force as a requirement for provisional
application (Section 2.2.1). Russian treaty practice (Section 2.2.2), and the decisions of its
courts (Section 2.2.3), establish that a treaty subject to provisional application resulting from
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a signing approved by the President or the Government may have direct effect in Russian law
even when approval of the Legislature is a prerequisite for that treaty’s entry into force. This
arrangement not only does not violate the constitutional separation of powers, but has been
endorsed by the Legislature through laws adopted both before and after the signing of the
ECT (Section 2.2.4). Finally, I explain why the enactment of the Federal Law on International
Treaties in 1995 did not make prolonged provisional application of the ECT inconsistent with
Russian Law (Section 2.3).
2.1

Russian law authorizes the President and Government to agree to provisional
application of treaties

55.

As discussed in Section 1 of this report, the 1993 Russian Constitution provides the President
and the Government with broad powers generally, and in the field of treaty-making in
particular. The President and the Government enjoy independence from the Legislature to a
great degree, including in the implementation of foreign policy and international law.

56.

The FLIT, adopted after Russia had signed the ECT, confirms the scope of the authority
exercised by the President and the Government with respect to treaty-making. Portions of the
FLIT confirmed the prior understanding regarding the competence of the President and the
Government, while others added new requirements.

57.

The first paragraph of Article 23(2) of the FLIT was the first post-1993 domestic legislative
enactment of Russia that expressly specifies which state body is authorized to agree to
provisional application of treaties on behalf of the Russia Federation:
Decisions on the provisional application of a treaty or a part of a treaty by the
Russian Federation shall be made by the body that has taken the decision to sign the
international treaty according to the procedure set out in Article 11 of this Federal
Law.

58.

Read together with Article 11 of the FLIT, which, as discussed in the previous section at ¶ 42,
states that the President and Government are authorized to negotiate and sign international
treaties, this provision confirms that the power to negotiate and sign treaties encompasses the
power to agree to provisional application of treaties and that, in instances where the
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Government has the authority to negotiate and sign, it also has the authority to agree to
provisional application of the treaty in question.
59.

While the FLIT was not in force at the time of signing of the ECT, its provisions regarding
the President’ and Government’s authority to agree to provisional application of treaties
endorsed existing practice based on prior law. Provisional application of treaties was a feature
of Soviet practice since the formation of the Soviet Union. 47 The Russian Federation
continued to embrace provisional application frequently before the adoption of the FLIT.

60.

During the period between adoption of the 1993 Constitution and the entry into force of the
FLIT, the Russian Federation accepted provisional application of numerous treaties upon
signature by the President or a representative of the Government. Some examples include:
i.

The Protocol on Provisional Application of the Agreement Establishing an
International Science and Technology Center, signed on December 27, 1993, and
terminated by withdrawal from the Center on August 11, 2010. 48 The Protocol gave
effect to a variety of immunities and tax exemptions for Center officials that were
inconsistent with exiting Russian legislation.49

ii.

Agreement on Trade and Economic Cooperation between the Russian Federation and
the Swiss Confederation, signed May 12, 1994 and ratified by the Russian Federation
on February 17, 1995. This agreement was applied provisionally from July 1, 1994. 50
It provided the most-favored-nation regime, which represented a departure from prior
law. 51

iii.

Agreement between the Government of the Russian Federation and the Organization
for Economic Co-operation and Development on Privileges and Immunities Granted

47

A list of Soviet treaties that provided for provisional application pending entry into force, and which did apply
provisionally for some period, can be found in Attachment 3 of Opinion Concerning the Provisional Application
of the Energy Charter Treaty by the Russian Federation, June 29, 2006, submitted as part of Claimant’s
Counter-Memorial on Jurisdiction and Admissibility. The list indicates that the Soviet Union had consented to
provisional application of more than 160 treaties at the time of adoption of the 1978 Law, including 19 in the
two years immediately before enactment of that Law.
48
Resolution of the President of the Russian Federation No. 534-rp of August 11, 2010 (Exhibit S-19).
49
Article 12 (Exhibit S-20).
50
Joint Statement on the Signature of the Agreement on Trade and Economic Cooperation between the Russian
Federation and the Swiss Confederation of May 12, 1994 (Exhibit S-21).
51
Article 3 (Exhibit S-21). For details of the Governmental decision to sign this agreement, see ¶ 43(i)
(Exhibit S-22).
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to the Organization in the Russian Federation, signed on June 8, 1994, and ratified on
July 15, 1995. The agreement was applied provisionally from the date of signature
and provided for various tax exemptions and jurisdictional immunities, as well as for
international arbitration. 52
iv.

Agreement between the Government of the Russian Federation and the Interstate
Economic Committee of the Economic Union on the Conditions for Its Presence on
the Territory of the Russian Federation, signed July 19, 1995 and ratified by the
Russian Federation on July 25, 1996. The agreement was applied provisionally from
the date of signature and created a variety of immunities and tax exemptions for
Center officials and activities that were inconsistent with exiting Russian
legislation. 53

61.

This representative sample of Russian practice demonstrates that the Russian Federation
regarded the capacity to consent to provisional application of a treaty as an inherent extension
of the authority of the President and Government to negotiate and sign treaties, as discussed
in Section 1.3 above. In addition, rules of Soviet law that remained in effect in the Russian
Federation after 1991 confirmed the authority to consent to provisional application of treaties.

62.

The initial express endorsement of provisional application of treaties in Russia came in the
form of the Soviet Union’s accession to the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties
(VCLT) on April 29, 1986. The Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. approved
this accession on April 4, 1986. 54

63.

Article 25 of the VCLT establishes the legal basis for provisional application of treaties:
1. A treaty or a part of a treaty is applied provisionally pending its entry into force
if:
(a) the treaty itself so provides; or

52
Articles 6, 8, 11, 16, 17 (Exhibit S-23). For details of the Governmental decision to sign this agreement, see
¶ 43(iii) (Exhibit S-24).
53
Articles 8, 20 (Exhibit S-25). For details of the Governmental decision to sign this agreement, see ¶ 43(iv
(Exhibit S-26).
54
Decree of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. No. 4407-XI of April 4, 1986, on the
Accession of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics to the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, Bulletin
of the Supreme Soviet of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics No. 16, Item 263 (Exhibit S-27). Soviet
legislation then in force designated the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet, rather than the full Supreme Soviet, as
the organ with authority to assent to the ratification of international treaties. 1978 Law Article 11 (Exhibit S28).
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(b) the negotiating States have in some other manner so agreed.
2. Unless the treaty otherwise provides or the negotiating States have otherwise
agreed, the provisional application of a treaty or a part of a treaty with respect to a
State shall be terminated if that State notifies the other States between which the
treaty is being applied provisionally of its intention not to become a party to the
treaty.
64.

This Article states in particular that provisional application pending a treaty’s entry into force,
for instance through ratification, occurs if the treaty so provides or if the negotiating states in
some manner have so agreed. Article 25(1) of the VCLT therefore makes clear that
provisional application can result from signing a treaty that contains a term to that effect in its
text, or by agreeing to provisional application in some other manner, such as an exchange of
notes by the persons authorized to sign the treaty.

65.

The VCLT does not address the domestic procedures for negotiating the text of a treaty and
deciding to sign it. Thus, to determine which state body is authorized to agree to provisional
application, one must, in the absence of an express provision in the treaty, look to a state’s
domestic laws on which state body is authorized to negotiate the text of a treaty and make
decisions on signing of that treaty.

66.

At the time of the Soviet Union’s accession to the VCLT, the 1978 Law was in force. Under
that Law, the Government (Council of Ministers) of the U.S.S.R. had the authority to sign
treaties on behalf of the U.S.S.R. 55 The 1978 Law did not expressly address provisional
application as such, but nothing in it excluded in any way the authority of the Government to
accept provisional application of a treaty on behalf of the U.S.S.R.

67.

Accession to the VCLT by the U.S.S.R., with the consent of the U.S.S.R. Parliament
(Supreme Soviet), therefore endorsed the authority of the Government of the U.S.S.R. to
commit that state to provisional application of treaties. This confirmed the Soviet Union’s
consistent and longstanding practice. Accession to the VCLT authorized provisional
application of treaties upon signature of the negotiating State at a time when, as a matter of
Soviet legislation, the Government had the authority to sign treaties.

55

1978 Law Article 8(1) (Exhibit S-28).
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68.

In 1991, the R.S.F.S.R. Supreme Soviet endorsed the continuing effect of treaties of the
former U.S.S.R. as part as its ratification of the Agreement Creating the Commonwealth of
Independent States of December 8, 1991 (CIS Agreement), the treaty that formalized the
dissolution of the U.S.S.R. 56 This act encompassed the VCLT, which the Russian Federation
continues to accept as imposing binding obligations.

69.

Russian practice immediately after the dissolution of the U.S.S.R. confirms that the rules of
provisional application laid down in the VCLT were applied by the Russian Federation.
Significantly, at the time of the R.S.F.S.R. Supreme Soviet’s acceptance of ongoing
obligations under treaties to which the Soviet Union had been a party, a number of Soviet
treaties had effect only due to provisional application. The Maritime Boundary Agreement,
discussed below at ¶¶ 84-87, is a prominent example. Others include the Treaty on
Conventional Armed Forces in Europe, signed on November 19, 1990, and provisionally
applied by the U.S.S.R., and then the Russian Federation, until the Russian Federation ratified
it on July 8, 1992, 57 and the Protocol on Telemetric Information related to the START Treaty,
provisionally applied by the U.S.S.R., and then the Russian Federation, from July 31, 1991
until ratified on November 4, 1992. 58 The Supreme Soviet’s 1991 enactment concerning
U.S.S.R. treaties, followed by the Russian Federation’s continued provisional application of
these treaties, provides evidence of the Legislator’s acceptance of provisional application
based on the signing of a treaty.

70.

Russia’s adoption of the FLIT simply confirmed the Russian Legislator’s endorsement of the
right of the President and Government to accept provisional application of a treaty on behalf
of the Russian Federation. Thus, when the representative of the Russian Federation signed the

56

The Agreement of December 8, 1991, on the Creation of the Commonwealth of Independent States (Exhibit
S-29), Article 12, provided that the “High Contracting Parties guarantee the fulfillment of the international
obligations ensuing for them from the treaties and agreements of the former U.S.S.R.” The R.S.F.S.R. ratified
this agreement four days later. Resolution of the Supreme Soviet of the Russian Federation No. 2014-1 of
December 12, 1991, on the Ratification of the Agreement on the Creation of the Commonwealth of Independent
States (Exhibit S-30). Paragraph 2 of the Resolution stated that the legal norms of the former U.S.S.R. will be
applied as long as they do not contradict the Constitution or legislation of the R.S.F.S.R. or the Agreement itself.
The Resolution has no comparable qualification for the application by the Russian Federation of the
international legal obligations of the former U.S.S.R.
57
Protocol on the Provisional Application of Certain Provisions of the Treaty on Conventional Armed Forces in
Europe of November 19, 1990, ¶ 1 (Exhibit S-31).
58
Section IV of the Agreement (Exhibit S-32).
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ECT, he acted within the ambit of the Government’s constitutional power, which subsequent
actions of the Russian Legislative Branch regarding provisionally applicable treaties have
confirmed.
2.2

Russian Law Does Not Limit the Government’s Power to Agree to Treaties that
Apply Provisionally

71.

Russian law, and particularly enactments of the Legislator that address the subject, does not
impose limitations as to the subject matter of international treaties that can apply
provisionally to the Russian Federation. Article 23 of the FLIT provides a general
endorsement of provisional application:
1. An international treaty or a part thereof may, prior to its entry into force, be
applied by the Russian Federation provisionally if the treaty itself so provides or
if an agreement to such effect has been reached with the parties that have signed
the treaty.
2. Decisions on the provisional application of a treaty or a part of a treaty by the
Russian Federation shall be made by the body that has taken the decision to sign
the international treaty according to the procedure set out in Article 11 of this
Federal Law. . . .
The VCLT, which was applied in Russia long before the FLIT was adopted, similarly allows
for provisional application without any substantive limitation.

72.

I understand that the Russian Federation has argued and the District Court of The Hague
determined in its April 20, 2016 decision that Russian law does not allow provisional
application of treaties or treaty provisions that are subject to ratification. More specifically,
the Court concluded, that when treaties “deviate from or supplement national Russian laws,”
provisional application of those treaties is not allowed. 59

73.

I also understand that the District Court of The Hague argued that to decide otherwise would
be in breach of the constitutional separation of powers as provided in Article 10 of the
Constitution, because it considered that provisional application of a treaty not endorsed by the
Federal Assembly would allow the President and Government to encroach on the Legislator’s
power to enact legislation in the Russian Federation. 60

59
60

District Court Decision at ¶ 5.93.
Id.
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74.

These descriptions of Russian law are incorrect. As I will explain in this section, this
reasoning conflates and confuses two distinct legal concepts: ratification and provisional
application. Russian law does not prohibit or limit provisional application of treaties that are
subject to ratification or, more specifically, treaties that establish rules other than those
provided by existing laws (Section 2.2.1). This conclusion finds confirmation in a broad and
consistent practice of provisionally applied treaties by the Russian Federation (Section 2.2.1)
as well as Russian judicial decisions giving binding effect to rules found in provisionally
applied treaties (Section 2.2.3). And, finally, the District Court’s findings with respect to
Russia’s constitutional separation of powers ignores not only this consistent practice and the
definitive statements of the Constitutional Court approving it, but also the fundamental fact
that several Russian legislative enactments have endorsed the President and Government’s
authority to agree to provisional application of treaties without subject-matter limitation. This
means that the Government’s exercise of this authority cannot violate the Legislator’s powers
(Section 2.2.4).

2.2.1

Ratification and provisional application are distinct legal concepts

75.

Russian law distinguishes between provisional application of a treaty and a treaty’s entry into
force following ratification. As a general matter, whether a certain treaty is subject to
ratification depends on the treaty itself as well as the national laws of a country. Many states,
for example, require a formal approval by the state’s legislator before the treaty can fully and
permanently “enter into force” for that state. The question of whether there was a requirement
to ratify the ECT thus becomes the question whether the Russian Federation’s definitive
consent to be bound by treaty could be realized through signature of the ECT by an
authorized representative of the Russian Federation, or whether instead the ECT or Russian
law required that, in addition to an authorized signature, the Russian Legislator also had to
provide formal approval through adoption of a ratification law.

76.

In the case of the ECT, this issue is clear: The parties seem to agree that its Article 39
required ratification. As a result, whether and how Russian law during the interval between
the adoption of the Constitution and the enactment of the FLIT required legislative approval
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of certain treaties (an issue noted but not resolved in ¶ 48 of this report), the ECT requires the
deposit of an instrument of ratification or its equivalent as a condition of its entry into force.
Article 106(d) of the Constitution specifies the procedure for adopting an act of ratification
and requires approval of the Duma, as well as the Federation Council.
77.

Another question entirely, however, is whether, under Russian law, a treaty that is subject to
ratification can be applied on a provisional basis, pending the ratification of that treaty.
Russian law and practice indicates that provisional application is expedient, and sometimes
necessary, to achieve the end for which the Russian Federation accepts treaty obligations. As
the leading commentary on the FLIT states, the “specific purpose” of provisional application
is to allow for a treaty to be applied promptly pending its formal approval by the Legislature,
which may take years depending on the relevant lawmaking processes:
In Russian practice, treaties requiring ratification are likewise applied
provisionally.…
The specific purpose of provisional application is to immediately apply a treaty that
requires fulfillment of specific procedures in order for it to enter into force (most
often, ratification), i.e., a treaty containing obligations whose undertaking requires
the adoption of a decision by a body other than the one that took the decision to sign
it. The option of provisional application, i.e. fulfilling specifically those obligations
on a provisional basis, prior to a final decision by the relevant body, is set forth in
the Law on Treaties. In addition, by way of Article 15, paragraph 4 of the Russian
Constitution, the provisions of Article 18 of the Vienna Convention of 1969 are also
in force in Russia.61 (Emphasis added.)
The Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation has made the same point: Provisional
application of a treaty allows realization of the benefits of the instrument “without waiting for
its ratification and entry into force.” 62 Thus the fact that a treaty cannot enter into force until it
has been ratified imposes no obstacle to its provisional application. If the case were
otherwise, provisional application would lose its “specific purpose” under Russian law.

78.

By their express terms, both Article 12 of the 1978 Law and Article 15 of the FLIT, quoted
above at ¶ 48, apply only to a treaty’s ratification, and not to provisional application. These
articles, again by their express terms, only provide that where a treaty establishes rules other

61

Commentary on the Federal Law “On International Treaties of the Russian Federation” at 74-75
(V.P. Zvekov, B.I. Osminin, eds., Spark 1996) (Exhibit S-33).
62
Resolution of the Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation No. 8-P of March 27, 2012, point 4 (Exhibit
S-34). See also Resolution of the Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation No. 6-P of March 19, 2014,
point 3 (Exhibit S-35).
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than those found in existing Russian law, that treaty must be ratified for it to enter into force.
They do not provide that where a treaty is subject to ratification – for instance, because it
establishes rules other than those provided by existing laws as per Article 12 of the 1978 Law
or Article 15(1)(a) of the FLIT – it cannot be applied provisionally pending its ratification. As
I explain below, the Russian Federation’s treaty practice and constitutional jurisprudence
confirm that there is no such limitation on provisional application under Russian law. To the
contrary, as the commentary cited above states, “exception(s) to federal law on the basis of
provisional application are possible.” 63
79.

Accordingly, in its April 20, 2016 decision, the District Court of The Hague, relying on the
Russian Federation’s experts, was mistaken to the extent it understood Russian law to
conflate the requirements for provisional application of a treaty with those for a treaty’s
ratification. Both conceptually and as a matter of positive legislation, Russian law separates
the two categories and imposes different prerequisites in each category for a treaty to have
legal effect in the Russian Federation.

80.

I understand that the District Court of The Hague drew upon Article 12 of the 1978 Law and
Article 15 of the FLIT to infer in particular that Russian law limits or prohibits provisional
application of treaties that provide rules other than those established by existing Russian
legislation. 64 This inference is not only inconsistent with the language of these statutes, but
conflicts with both Russian practice and the jurisprudence of the Constitutional Court.

2.2.2

The Russian Federation’s treaty practice confirms that treaties that are subject to
ratification can be applied provisionally

81.

Russian practice both before and after the signing of the ECT, as well as both before and after
the enactment of the FLIT, demonstrates that the decision of the President or Government of
Russia to consent to the provisional application of a treaty is considered a valid act within the
Russian legal system even where Russian law requires ratification of that treaty. This practice

63
Commentary on the Federal Law “On International Treaties of the Russian Federation” at 75 (V.P. Zvekov,
B.I. Osminin, eds., Spark 1996) (Exhibit S-33).
64
District Court Decision at ¶¶ 5.85-5.86.
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includes treaties that require ratification because they contain rules that are inconsistent with
or contradict existing Russian legislation.
82.

Thus, as was explained in ¶ 61 above, in the same period when the ECT was signed, namely,
between the adoption of the Constitution and the entry into force of the FLIT, the Russian
Federation agreed to the provisional application of several treaties whose provisions were
inconsistent with Russian law, including tax law. In addition to these treaties, below this
report reviews salient examples of Soviet and Russian practice regarding provisional
application of treaties that could not enter into force without ratification.

2.2.2.1 The Maritime Boundary Agreement
83.

This report considers first the June 1, 1990, Maritime Boundary Agreement between the
Soviet Union and the United States (Maritime Boundary Agreement). This Agreement
delimitates the territorial waters, exclusive economic zones and continental shelf between the
Soviet Union and, after December 1991, its legal successor the Russian Federation, on the one
hand, and the United States, on the other hand, in the area between the Soviet (and Russian)
Far East and the U.S. State of Alaska. This boundary has significant economic consequences
because of fishing resources in the region.

84.

Under the exchange of notes made at the same time as the signing of the Agreement, the
governments of the U.S.S.R. and the United States agreed to apply the Agreement
provisionally as of June 15, 1990. The Russian Federation has applied the Agreement
provisionally over the ensuing 26 years and continues to describe it as in effect due to its
provisional application. 65

65
Information on the Maritime Boundary Agreement on the web site of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the
Russian Federation, at http://www.mid.ru/ru/foreign policy/international contracts/2 contract/-/storageviewer/bilateral/page7/48960? storageviewer WAR storageviewerportlet advancedSearch=true& storageviewer WAR storagevie
werportlet sdAttr countries key field=%D0%A1%D0%A8%D0%90& storageviewer WAR storageviewerpo
rtlet fromPage=search& storageviewer WAR storageviewerportlet andOperator=1. (Exhibit S-36)
I have reviewed the expert witness statement of Professor Myron H. Nordquist, submitted by the Russian
Federation in connection with its Rejoinder on Jurisdiction and Admissibility in the arbitral proceeding in this
case. Professor Nordquist, who is a member of the general faculty at my University (and not a member of the
law faculty) included nothing in his statement that would lead me to alter my opinion as stated in the text with
regard to the legal status of the Maritime Boundary Agreement as a matter of Russian law.
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85.

Article 12 of the 1978 Law, quoted at ¶ 48 above, required the ratification of this Agreement
by the Legislature, both because of the express terms of the Agreement 66 and because it
adjusted the international boundary of the U.S.S.R. Under Soviet law at that time, the
Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. would have had to give consent to an instrument of
ratification. 67 Provisional application of the Agreement continued past the time when the
FLIT went into effect. Article 15(1)(c) and (2) of that law, also quoted at ¶ 48 above,
mandates legislative ratification of the Agreement, because the treaty deals with Russia’s
international boundary, exclusive economic zone and continental shelf, as well as because of
its own terms.

86.

The ongoing provisional application of the Maritime Boundary Agreement by the Russian
Federation after the enactment of the FLIT thus indicates the common understanding that the
Russian Federation may accept provisional application of a treaty subject to legislative
ratification in the period before ratification.

2.2.2.2 The Crimea Annexation Treaty
87.

Another, recent, example of a treaty the provisional application of which changed the
international boundary of the Russian Federation is the Treaty of the Republic of Crimea and
the Russian Federation on the Admission to the Russian Federation of the Republic of Crimea
and the Formation of New Components Within the Russian Federation, signed on
March 18, 2014 (Crimea Annexation Treaty). This treaty imposed Russian sovereignty over
Crimea, including the application of Russian private and public law. By its terms the treaty
applied provisionally from the moment of its signing. 68

88.

Legislative ratification of this treaty was required by Article 15(1)(a), (c) and (2) of the FLIT.
Besides changing the nation’s boundary and calling for ratification by its own terms, it
provides for rules of citizenship for occupants of the territory and lays the basis for

66

Maritime Boundary Agreement Article 7 (Exhibit S-37).
Article 113(11) of the amended U.S.S.R. Constitution (Exhibit S-38), in effect in 1990, specified that the full
Supreme Soviet, rather than the former Presidium of the old Supreme Soviet, had the authority to ratify and
denounce treaties.
68
Article 10 of Crimean Annexation Treaty provides: “This treaty applies provisionally from the date of its
signing and comes into force from the date of its ratification.” (Exhibit S-39)
67
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supersession of Ukrainian law with Russian rules and regulations across a broad range of
activities. 69
89.

The Crimea Annexation Treaty was submitted to the Constitutional Court for review, as
required by existing law. 70 In Resolution No. 6-P of March 19, 2014, the Court found no
constitutional infirmity in the treaty’s imposition of a period of provisional application,
including from the point of view of separation of powers. 71 It stated:
Thus, the admission of the Republic of Crimea to the Russian Federation is in effect
provided for as an element of application of the Treaty in question prior to its
ratification, which, in accordance with the law of international treaties, is a condition
for their entry into force. At the same time, the possibility of application of an
international treaty prior to its entry into force, if the treaty itself so provides or if an
agreement to such effect has been reached among the parties, arises from
paragraph 1 of Article 25 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties of May
23, 1969, to which the Russian Federation is a party, with the said paragraph being
essentially reproduced in Article 23 of Federal Law No. 101–FZ of July 15, 1995,
“On the International Treaties of the Russian Federation.”. . . . [T]he Russian
Federation provisionally applies international treaties in its relations with other states
when the subject of the respective treaty is of special interest to its parties, so that
these parties are interested in application of such treaty without waiting for its
ratification and entry into force.72
The Court concluded that “the Treaty in question cannot be considered to violate the
Constitution of the Russian Federation with respect to the order of signature, conclusion, and
putting into effect that it envisages” and stated that Crimea became part of Russia from the
moment when provisional application began. 73

90.

The Crimean Annexation Treaty represents a significant instance of provisional application of
a treaty subject to legislative approval as a condition of its entry into force. Immediate
determination of the boundary, the status of the population as citizens, and the applicable
private and public law governing the territory motivated the parties who signed the treaty to

69

Crimean Annexation Treaty Articles 5, 6 and 9 (Exhibit S-39).
Federal Constitutional Law No. 6-FKZ of December 17, 2001, on the Order of Admission into the Russian
Federation, Article 7(4) (Exhibit S-40).
71
Resolution of the Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation No. 6-P of March 19, 2014 (Exhibit S-35).
72
Id. point 3 (Exhibit S-35).
73
Id. Article 1(3) of the subsequent Federal Constitutional Law No. 6-FKZ of March 21, 2014, on Admission to
the Russian Federation of the Republic of Crimea (Exhibit S-41) confirmed this outcome:
70

The Republic of Crimea shall be deemed admitted to the Russian Federation from the date of the signing of
the Treaty between the Russian Federation and the Republic of Crimea on the Admission to the Russian
Federation of the Republic of Crimea and the Formation of New Components Within the Russian
Federation.
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“jump start” the treaty mechanism. 74 The Constitutional Court found no constitutional
impediments to the provisional application of the Crimea Annexation Treaty.
2.2.3.3 The U.S. Transit Agreement
91.

Another example of provisional application of a treaty that required ratification is the
July 6, 2009, Agreement between the Governments of the Russian Federation and the United
States on the Transit of Arms, Military Equipment, Military Property and Personnel Through
the Territory of the Russian Federation in Connection with the Participation of the United
States in the Reinforcement of the Ensuring of the Security, Stability and Restoration of the
Islamic Republic of Afghanistan (U.S. Transit Agreement). 75 The Transit Agreement
specifies the conditions under which the United States may carry out military supply and
other operations on Russian territory that otherwise would constitute a breach of Russian
sovereignty. Although the Transit Agreement obligates U.S. personnel to observe Russian law
while on Russian territory, Article 5(2) of the Agreement waives Russian jurisdiction over
crimes and other illegal activity committed by U.S. personnel in the course of service covered
by the Agreement. Legislative approval of the Agreement was mandatory because, under
Article 15(1)(a) of the FLIT, its immunity provision imposes different rules than those of the
Russian Criminal Code, and because under Article 15(1)(d) it involves fundamental questions
of foreign relations and military capacity. Article 14(2) of the Agreement provided for
provisional application from sixty days following signature.

92.

The Transit Agreement was not submitted to the Duma until January 14, 2011, more than a
year after its provisional application had begun, and a law of ratification was not adopted until
the following March. 76 To my knowledge, the Russian Federation made no attempt during
this period to challenge the Agreement’s grant of immunity from Russian prosecution.

74

See ¶ 78 and accompanying footnotes.
Agreement between the Governments of the Russian Federation and the United States on the Transit of Arms,
Military Equipment, Military Property and Personnel Through the Territory of the Russian Federation in
Connection with the Participation of the United States in the Reinforcement of the Ensuring of the Security,
Stability and Restoration of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan (Exhibit S-110)
76
Electronic registration card for Draft Law No. 486844-5 on ratification of the U.S. Transit Agreement
(Exhibit S-42).
75
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93.

This pattern of provisional application of a bilateral transit agreement relating to the
Afghanistan conflict over a prolonged period despite its conflict with Russia’s Criminal Code
prevailed in five other instances beside the U.S. one. Agreements with Germany, France,
Spain, Italy and Sweden, signed between October 2003 and October 2011, all had immediate
provisional effect and entered into force much later, sometimes after almost a decade, when a
significant number of troops and military equipment had already been transported to
Afghanistan. 77 I am not aware of any instance where Russian authorities had exercised
criminal jurisdiction over the personnel covered by these agreements during the period of
provisional application.

2.2.3.4 The EDB Agreement
94.

A fourth example of provisional application of a treaty that required ratification involves the
October 7, 2008, Agreement between the Government of the Russian Federation and the
Eurasian Development Bank on the Conditions for the Presence of the Eurasian Development
Bank on the Territory of the Russian Federation (EDB Agreement). The agreement facilitates
the operations of this international organization on Russian territory and provides, in Articles
9 and 13, specific immunities from taxation. It also contains a clause committing the Russian
Federation to binding third-party arbitration in the event of disputes arising under the
Agreement. 78 It required a legislative act consenting to its entry into force because its tax
exemption imposes rules that differ from those based on existing Russian legislation. 79 It
provided for provisional application during the period from its signature. 80

95.

The Federal Assembly ratified the Agreement after more than a year of provisional
application. 81 During this period before ratification, it appears that the Federal Tax Service
raised a question whether the tax exemptions provided by that Agreement could apply in the

77

For example, the transit agreement with France was signed on October 7, 2004, was ratified on
December 23, 2010, and entered into force on December 18, 2012. The France Transit Agreement Article 12(2),
Information on the France Transit Agreement in Legislation Bulletin of the Russian Federation, No. 5, item 309
at 1176 (2013) (Exhibit S-43).
78
EDB Agreement Article 17 (Exhibit S-44).
79
FLIT Article 15(1)(a) (Exhibit S-18).
80
EDB Agreement Article 18(1) (Exhibit S-44).
81
The Agreement was ratified on December 27, 2009 and entered into force on March 2, 2010. Information on
the EDB Agreement in Legislation Bulletin of the Russian Federation, No. 15, item 1760 at 3897 (2010)
(Exhibit S-44).
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absence of any legislative confirmation. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs replied that the rules
of the provisionally applicable treaty governed, even though they altered general rules of
taxation: “The principle of performance of international obligations in good faith fully applies
to provisionally applicable treaties.” 82 The Ministry concluded that on the basis of this
reasoning, “we are of the view that the Agreement shall be applied in its entirety,” including
those provisions that applied different rules of taxation than those found in Russian
legislation. 83 The Federal Tax Service in turn distributed the Ministry’s response to its
subordinate organs for practical application. 84
96.

Again, this episode demonstrates that Russia has regarded the provisional application of an
international treaty as consistent with its law, even when a treaty could not enter into force
until it had received legislative approval because it applied legal rules different from those
otherwise in force under Russian law during the period of provisional application.

2.2.3

Russian judicial decisions confirm that treaties that are subject to ratification can be
applied provisionally

97.

Russian case law confirms the constitutionality of provisional application by the Russian
Federation of treaties subject to ratification, including those that contain rules that are
different from or contradicting existing legislation.

98.

I understand that the District Court of The Hague concluded that Russian case law supports
the position that provisional application of treaties that contain rules different from or
contradicting existing legislation is not permitted. 85 However, as will be explained below, this
conclusion confuses legal authorities dealing with treaties that have entered into force and
legal authorities dealing with provisionally applied treaties.

99.

Russian case law recognized the distinction between treaties that are provisionally applied
and those that are not. Russian courts have given domestic effect to rules found in

82

Letter from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs No. 6068/10SKG of October 2, 2009, ¶ 1 (Exhibit S-45).
Id. ¶ 3 (Exhibit S-45).
84
Letter of the Federal Tax Service No. ShS-17-3/189@ of October 21, 2009 (Exhibit S-46).
85
For this argument, the District Court in The Hague relied on Resolution of the Supreme Court No. 8 of
October 31, 1995 (Exhibit S-47), Resolution of the Supreme Court No. 5 of October 10, 2003 (Exhibit S-48),
and Decision of the Constitutional Court No. 2531-O of November 6, 2014 (Exhibit S-49). District Court
Decision at ¶ 5.91.
83
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provisionally applicable treaties from the moment that provisional application begins. They
have done so in particular in instances where the rule in question contradicted existing
legislation, which meant that the treaty could not enter into force without legislative approval.
They upheld this outcome because, under Russian law, such provisionally applicable treaties
have a legal effect that is essentially equivalent to ratified treaties (Section 2.2.3.1). Russian
judicial decisions also provide that rules found in treaties that do not apply provisionally, by
contrast, may displace domestic legislation only if the Parliament has approved the treaty’s
entry into force. However, this limitation on the legal priority of treaties that have entered into
force without parliamentary approval addresses a different situation and has no bearing on the
legal effect of a provisionally applicable treaty (Section 2.2.3.2).
2.2.3.1 Russian courts have decided that provisionally applied treaties have immediate and
prevailing domestic effect
100.

As noted above in ¶ 49, Article 15(4) of the Constitution addresses the domestic legal effect
of treaties of the Russian Federation as part of its specification of the hierarchy of legal rules
that the judiciary must apply. Article 15 provides in full:
1. The Constitution of the Russian Federation shall have the supreme juridical force,
direct action and shall be used on the whole territory of the Russian Federation.
Laws and other legal acts adopted in the Russian Federation shall not contradict the
Constitution of the Russian Federation.
2. The bodies of state authority, the bodies of local self-government, officials,
private citizens and their associations shall be obliged to observe the Constitution of
the Russian Federation and laws.
3. Laws shall be officially published. Unpublished laws shall not be used. Any
normative legal acts concerning human rights, freedoms and duties of man and
citizen may not be used, if they are not officially published for general knowledge.
4. The universally-recognized norms of international law and international treaties
and agreements of the Russian Federation shall be a component part of its legal
system. If an international treaty or agreement of the Russian Federation fixes other
rules than those envisaged by law, the rules of the international agreement shall be
applied.

101.

By its terms, Article 15(4) does not distinguish between treaties that apply because they have
entered into force after ratification by the Federal Assembly, and treaties that apply
provisionally pending entry into force as a result of a signature by the President or
Government and compliance with the VCLT and Article 23 of the FLIT. Accordingly, the
Russian Constitutional Court has ruled that, by virtue of Article 15(4) of the Constitution,
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provisionally applicable treaties that contain rules different from Russian legislation and
ratified treaties are, as to their domestic effect, essentially equivalent.
102.

Thus, in the case addressed in Resolution No. 8-P of March 27, 2012, the petitioner sought to
invalidate a customs duty on imported goods. His conduct enjoyed a lower rate of customs
duty under Russian law, but a subsequent treaty that applied provisionally introduced a higher
rate. The petitioner argued, among other matters, that the provisional application of the treaty
was unconstitutional (due to notably the Government’s failure to publish the treaty at the time
of its provisional application).

103.

In its legal analysis of this claim, the Constitutional Court held that, “by their legal
consequences,” the rules contained in provisionally applicable treaties were equivalent to
those contained in ratified treaties:
Being guided by the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties and provisions of the
Federal Law “On International Treaties of the Russian Federation” in their literal
interpretation, public authorities and officials of the Russian Federation consistently
pursue the legal policy which provides that provisions of a provisionally applied
international treaty become part of the legal system of the Russian Federation and,
like international treaties of the Russian Federation that have entered into force, have
priority over Russian laws in the absence of the officially published text, including
instances when they alter the regulatory content of rights, freedoms and duties of
man and citizen.
...
From the point of view of the requirements set forth in Article 15 (part 4) of the
Constitution of the Russian Federation in conjunction with its Articles 2, 17 (part 1)
and 19 (part 1), provisionally applied international treaties of the Russian Federation
by their legal consequences, effect on rights, freedoms and duties of man and citizen
in the Russian Federation are essentially equivalent to international treaties that have
entered into force, ratified and officially published in accordance with the procedure
established by federal legislation. 86
Accordingly, the Court decided that, because provisional application produced the same effect
as a ratified treaty – in particular, a change in the law to the detriment of a person’s legal
interests – the constitutional publication requirement did apply to provisionally applicable
treaties. 87 The Constitutional Court then required introduction of a procedure that would
ensure publication of provisionally applicable treaties. 88

86

Resolution of the Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation No. 8-P of March 27, 2012, point 4.1
(Exhibit S-34).
87
Id. points 4.1, 4.2 (Exhibit S-34). In its 2014 submission to the International Law Commission on Russian
practice regarding provisional application of treaties, the Russian Government described the decision as follows:
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104.

In response to this ruling, the Duma adopted a law amending the FLIT and the Federal Law
on Rules for the Publication and Entry into Force of Federal Constitutional Laws, Federal
Laws, and Acts of the Houses of the Federal Assembly to create a procedure for publication
of provisionally applicable treaties. 89 This legislation both implemented the Constitutional
Court ruling and demonstrated the Legislator’s recognition of the equivalence, with respect to
domestic legal effect, of provisionally applicable treaties and ratified treaties that have entered
into force.

105.

The Constitutional Court underlined the scope of its ruling in Resolution No. 8-P in a followon case. Decision No. 1820-O of September 18, 2014 shows how a rule embodied in a
provisionally applicable treaty prevails over a statute adopted by the Legislature. The
claimant used trucks to ship goods out of Kaliningrad, a part of the Russian Federation that
qualified as a free economic zone under Federal Law No. 16-FZ of January 10, 2006
(FEZ Law). That law entitled persons registered in Kaliningrad to import and use duty free

In its decision on that case (27 March 2012 ruling No. 8-P), the Constitutional Court declared, inter alia,
that the provisional application of treaties by Russia did not contravene the Constitution of the Russian
Federation. The Constitutional Court pointed to the fact that “deeming article 23 (1) of the Federal Law on
Russian Federation Treaties as not contravening the Constitution of the Russian Federation . . . does not call
into question the Russian Federation’s obligation to comply in good faith in inter-State relations with the
universally recognized principle of international law pacta sunt servanda (articles 26 and 27 of the Vienna
Convention on the Law of Treaties) and, as a general rule, cannot serve as justification for the failure of the
Russian Federation to perform the obligations arising from treaties it is provisionally applying in relations
with other States parties”.
The Russian Federation’s submission on provisional application to the United Nations’ International Law
Commission, at http://legal.un.org/docs/?path=../ilc/sessions/66/pdfs/english/pat russia.pdf&lang=ER (Exhibit
S-50).
88
Resolution of the Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation No. 8-P of March 27, 2012, paragraph 3 of
the dispositive (Exhibit S-34).
89
The amendment of the FLIT provided:
A treaty that makes provision for, before entry into force, the Russian Federation’s provisional application
of all or parts of the treaty or an accord on the provisional application of which that is reached in some other
manner (with the exception of treaties of an interdepartmental nature) shall, at the request of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation, be subject to immediate publication in the Bulletin of Treaties
and to placement (publication) on the Official Internet Portal of Legal Information (www.pravo.gov ru).
Federal Law No. 254-FZ of December 25, 2012, on Amending Article 30 of the Federal Law on International
Treaties of the Russian Federation and Article 9.1 of the Federal law on Rules for the Publication and Entry into
Force of Federal Constitutional Laws, Federal Laws, and Acts of the Houses of the Federal Assembly, Article 1
(Exhibit S-51).
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trucks as long as these trucks were then used to carry shipments out of Kaliningrad. 90 An
international agreement that applied provisionally from July 6, 2010 as part of the formation
of the Customs Union among Belarus, Kazakhstan, and the Russian Federation
(FEZ Agreement) took away the duty-free status of these trucks if they carried goods into the
territory of one of the members of the Customs Union. 91 A statute adopted more than a year
later (2011 Amendment) finally modified the FEZ Law to be in line with the FEZ
Agreement, which was still applied provisionally. 92 The FEZ Agreement was not published
until July 2012, after the claimant had shipped goods into Belarus with the use of duty free
trucks and incurred penalties. After a number of court proceedings gave divergent results, the
claimant brought a complaint to the Constitutional Court and argued that legal regime
regulating its conduct, in particular the 2011 Amendment, violated numerous provisions of
the Constitution, notably because it was “inconsistent with the constitutional principles of
equality and justice which give rise to the requirement for certainty, clarity, and
unambiguousness of legal norms.” 93
106.

To determine whether the claimant presented an admissible complaint, the Constitutional
Court addressed the basis for and clarity of the customs rules applicable to trucks used to ship
goods from the free economic zone to Belarus. It discussed the full period of application of
the duty free regime from 2006 onward. The court concluded that Article 15(1) of the FEZ
Law originally had provided for duty-free status of any truck if used to ship cargo to any other
state “without any exception.” 94 As a result of the provisional application of the FEZ
Agreement, however, as of July 6, 2010, an exception did apply if shipments were to Belarus
or Kazakhstan:

90

Federal Law No. 16-FZ of January 10, 2006, on a Special Economic Zone in Kaliningrad Oblast,
Article 15(1) (Exhibit S-52).
91
Agreement Between Belarus, Kazakhstan and the Russian Federation on Issues Related to Free (Special)
Economic Zones with the Customs Territory of the Customs Union and the Customs Procedure of the Free
Customs Zone of June 18, 2010, Article 24(3) (Exhibit S-53). Pursuant to its Article 27, the Parties were to
apply this agreement provisionally as of the day on which the Customs Code of the Customs Union entered in to
force. This happened on July 6, 2010.
92
Federal Law No. 409-FZ of December 6, 2011, added Article 122 to Federal Law No. 16-FZ of January 10,
2006.
93
Decision of the Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation No. 1820-O of September 18, 2014, point 1
(Exhibit S-54).
94
Id. point 2.1 (Exhibit S-54).
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As a result [of provisional application of the FEZ Agreement], as from July 6, 2010,
legal entities (by virtue of Article 15 (part 4) of the Constitution of the Russian
Federation pursuant to which, if an international treaty of the Russian Federation
establishes rules other than those provided for by law, then the rules of the
international treaty shall apply) were denied the opportunity to use the means of
transportation placed under a “free-customs-zone” customs procedure in the Special
Economic Zone in Kaliningrad Oblast without completing such customs procedure
for the purpose of international carriage of goods, passengers, and baggage between
Kaliningrad Oblast and the Republic of Belarus and Kazakhstan as members of the
Customs Union. 95
In other words, the rules of the provisionally applicable treaty applied even though they
produced an opposite result than would have arisen under existing legislation.96 In the end,
the Constitutional Court found no lack of clarity of the legal rules and refused to accept the
claimant’s complaint. 97
107.

These decisions by the court with exclusive authority to definitively resolve constitutional
questions confirm that provisional application of a treaty that contains rules that differ from
extant legislation is constitutional.98 They demonstrate that, where there is any inconsistency,
the rules of a provisionally applicable treaty supersede acts of the Legislator. In the view of
the Constitutional Court, Article 15(4) of the Constitution mandates this outcome.

2.2.3.2 The Supreme Court Resolutions relied on by the Russian Federation and the District
Court of The Hague have no bearing on provisionally applied treaties
108.

In its consideration of Russian judicial decisions, the District Court of The Hague appears to
have confused the legal status of treaties that have entered into force and treaties that apply
provisionally pending their entry into force. This confusion appears to have led the District
Court to rely on Russian judicial decisions that concern only the former and interpret them as

95

Id (Exhibit S-54).
In the remainder of its decision, the Constitutional Court determined that the resulting legal regime and the
imposition of duties and penalties on the claimant presented no constitutional infirmity. Id. point 2.2 (Exhibit S54). The Court referred specifically to the Russian Federation’s obligation under international law generally, and
the VCLT in particular, to comply in good faith with obligations undertaken pursuant to a provisionally
applicable treaty.
97
Decision of the Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation No. 1820-O of September 18, 2014, point 2.3
and paragraph 1 of the dispositive (Exhibit S-54).
98
The High Arbitrazh Court had anticipated these rulings. In a case where the petitioner sought to obtain a more
favorable tax outcome, it ruled that the treaty-based tax exemption was to be given effect in Russian domestic
law, notwithstanding that at the time of the transaction this treaty applied only provisionally (and had for more
than a decade) and still awaited future ratification. Judgment of the High Arbitrazh Court of the Russian
Federation No. VAS-13594/09 of December 7, 2009 (Exhibit S-55).
96
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applying to provisional application. As a result, the District Court formed an incorrect
impression of Russian law.
109.

The District Court of The Hague referred to two resolutions of the Supreme Court of the
Russian Federation as support for its conclusion that, as a matter of Russian constitutional
law, the rules found in a provisionally applied treaty cannot become part of the Russian legal
system if those rules are different from existing Russian legislation. 99 As an initial matter, it is
important to recall that only the Constitutional Court, and not the Supreme Court, has the
authority to render authoritative interpretations of the Russian Constitution. The Supreme
Court is entitled only to make an assumption about the correct interpretation of the
Constitution as a premise to providing guidance to lower courts. 100 These assumptions are
useful information, but should not be confused with authoritative interpretation of the
Constitution, which is the Constitutional Court’s exclusive prerogative.

110.

A careful reading of the Supreme Court resolutions cited by the District Court of The Hague
makes clear that they deal with a wholly different subject matter and do not detract (and
cannot detract) in any way from what the Constitutional Court has decided with respect to
provisionally applied treaties.

111.

According to the FLIT, certain treaties require legislative approval for them to enter into
force. As discussed above in this report at ¶ 48, Article 15 of the FLIT covers, inter alia,
treaties that establish rules other than those found in existing legislation, treaties that alter the
nation’s international boundaries, peace and collective security treaties, and treaties that
delegate lawmaking authority to international organizations, as well as treaties where the

99

District Court Decision at ¶ 5.91.
Whether the Supreme Court, as well as the lower courts of general jurisdiction, must automatically refer all
open questions of constitutional interpretation to the Constitutional Court for definitive resolution has been a
source of some dissension within the Russian legal system. The Supreme Court first set out its position on the
permissibility of general courts addressing these issues in Resolution of the Plenum of the Supreme Court of the
Russian Federation No. 8 of October 31, 1995, ¶ 3 (Exhibit S-47). The Constitutional Court then took the
position that referral was obligatory. Resolution of the Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation No. 19-P
of June 16, 1998 (Exhibit S-56). Most recently, the Supreme Court seems to have come closer to the
Constitutional Court’s position. Ruling of the Plenum of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation No. 9 of
April 16, 2013, ¶ 3 (Exhibit S-57). For discussion, see Jane Henderson, Developments in Russia, 21 Eur. Pub.
L. 229, 231-33 (2015) (Exhibit S-58). At no time, however, did there exist a dispute over judicial hierarchy, as
opposed to jurisdiction. The Supreme Court never has challenged the final and conclusive effect of
interpretations of the Constitution reached by the Constitutional Court.
100
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parties agree to subsequent ratification as a condition of entry into force. 101 Treaties not
covered by Article 15 can enter into force upon signature of the President, the Government, or
an organ of the Government. Treaties not subject to ratification will enter into force without
legislative approval but, upon their entry into force, may have a different status in the legal
hierarchy than do treaties that have entered into force after enactment of a federal law.
112.

Shortly after enactment of the FLIT, the Plenum of the Supreme Court of the Russian
Federation issued Resolution No. 8 of October 31, 1995, to provide guidance to the lower
courts on the domestic legal effect of ratified treaties under Article 15(4) of the Constitution.
The Resolution observes that:
[T]he court may not apply the rules of any law governing legal relations if an
international treaty, that has entered into force for the Russian Federation and the
decision of the Russian Federation to be bound by which was taken in the form of a
federal law, establishes rules different from those provided for by such law. In these
situations the rules of the international treaty of the Russian Federation shall be
applied. 102

113.

Eight years later, the Supreme Court addressed the distinction between a treaty that has
entered into force as a result of a legislative enactment, and one that has entered into force
without a legislative act. Resolution No. 5 of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation of
October 10, 2003 discussed the application of Article 15(4) to treaties that fall into the latter
category. It explained that such treaties “shall be applied with priority over sub-legislative
legal acts issued by a State authority or an authorized agency that has entered into that
particular treaty.” 103 Accordingly, in the view of the Supreme Court, treaties that enter into
force without a federal law do not occupy the same place in Article 15(4) of the Constitution
as do treaties that receive legislative ratification.

114.

These resolutions express the Supreme Court’s understanding of Article 15(4) as embracing
the principle that treaties that have entered into force have a domestic effect that reflects the
legal status of the measure that bring them into force. In the case of a treaty that enters into

101

FLIT Article 15 (Exhibit S-18).
Resolution of the Plenum of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation No. 8 of October 31, 1995, ¶ 5
(Exhibit S-47) as on April 16, 2013 (Exhibit S-108)
103
Resolution of the Plenum of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation No. 5 of October 10, 2003, ¶ 8
(Exhibit S-48).
102
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force pursuant to a legislative enactment (ratification), its rules apply regardless of other
provisions of Russian legislation. In the case of a treaty that enters into force without
legislation, it has the same legal effect as a sub-legislative normative act, such as a regulation
adopted by the Government or one of its organs. As a result, it cannot override legislation.
115.

However, both Supreme Court resolutions deal with treaties that have entered into force and
consider only the legal consequences of the mechanism through which a treaty enters into
force. They do not address the separate and independent question of the legal effect of
provisional application of a treaty prior to its entry into force. So understood, they
complement, rather than contradict, the decisions the Constitutional Court discussed in
¶¶ 103-108. 104

116.

Contrary to what the Russian Federation argued and the District Court of The Hague implied,
the Supreme Court’s interpretation of Article 15(4) has not been confirmed by the
Constitutional Court. The District Court relied in this regard on Decision No. 2531-O of
November 6, 2014. As preliminary matter, like the Supreme Court resolutions, this decision
does not concern provisionally applicable treaties. Moreover, it cannot be inferred from the
text of this decision that the Constitutional Court agreed with the holding of the Supreme
Court in the two resolutions. The Constitutional Court stated that Article 15(4) of the
Constitution “provides for a universal approach”, namely, “if an international treaty of the
Russian Federation sets out rules different from those provided for by law, the rules of the
international treaty shall apply”.

105

The Constitutional Court then acknowledged the

undisputed principle that, under Article 15(4) of the Constitution, a rule contained in a treaty
that had entered into force after legislative ratification supersedes other legislatively adopted
rules. 106 In so holding, however, nowhere did the Constitutional Court refer to the
questionable guideline stated in Resolution No. 5 of October 10, 2003, that unratified treaties
104

Certain judgments of the Russian courts have applied the above-cited resolutions (see, e.g., Cassational
Decision of the Supreme Court No. 59-O09-35 of December 29, 2009 (Exhibit S-59)). But none of them has
addressed the legal effect of provisionally applicable treaties. Thus, all are irrelevant to the question of the effect
of a provisionally applicable treaty within the Russian legal system.
105
Decision of the Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation No. 2531-O of November 6, 2014, point 3
(Exhibit S-49).
106
Id.
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“shall be applied with priority over sub-legislative legal acts”. Any question about the limited
scope of the Supreme Court’s resolutions were resolved by a 2009 Constitutional Court
decision. The case involved the constitutionality of capital punishment in the Russian
Federation in light of international treaties signed by the Russian Federation, but not yet
ratified, that forbade that practice. In Decision No. 1344-O-R, the Court discussed in
particular the legal consequences for Russia of Protocol 6 to the European Convention on
Human Rights, an instrument that the Russian Federation has signed but for which it had not
obtained a law on ratification, and which accordingly had not yet entered into force. In the
course of discussing why Russian courts sometimes imposed capital punishment, even though
they could not do so according to Russia’s obligation not to defeat the object and purpose of
Protocol 6, the Court concluded that the above-cited resolutions simply did not guide courts in
respect of treaties that had not yet entered into force:
[R]esolutions of the Plenum of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation of
October 31, 1995, No. 8 and of October 10, 2003, No. 5 guide the courts on the
application of international treaties that have entered into force, but do not concern
the legal situation that arises after the signing of an international treaty on condition
of its subsequent ratification. 107
117.

Decision No. 1344-O-R is important for another reason. The precise issue that the
Constitutional Court confronted in Decision No. 1344-O-R was not provisional application,
because Protocol 6 did not provide for such treatment. Instead, the question was the scope of
the obligation under Article 18 of the VCLT not to defeat the object or purpose of a treaty that
a state had signed. 108 In recognizing this argument as a component of its ruling on the
unconstitutionality of capital punishment in the Russian Federation, however, the
Constitutional Court indicated more generally that the absence of a legislative act did not bar
a signed treaty from having domestic legal effect. In this instance, the domestic effect – the
preclusion of a form of punishment for which the Criminal Code specifically provided – was
profound.

107
Decision of the Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation No. 1344-O-R of November 19, 2009, point 5
(Exhibit S-60).
108
Id. points 1, 4.3, 5.
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118.

More generally, Decision 1344-O-R makes clear what is implicit in the Supreme Court
resolutions: The issue of the legal effect of provisional application of an international treaty is
separate and distinct from the issue of the legal effect of a treaty that has entered into force
without legislative consent.

119.

In conclusion, the District Court of The Hague was mistaken in its interpretation of the
meaning of Resolutions Nos. 8 and 5 of the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation. It did
not appreciate their limited scope, as the Constitutional Court made clear in Decision No.
1344-O-R. It also failed to appreciate that the common thread in all these judicial
determinations is the meaning of Article 15(4) of the Constitution, and that in the Russian
legal system only the Constitutional Court, and not the Supreme Court, can provide an
authoritative and conclusive interpretation of the Constitution. Moreover, at no point has the
Supreme Court challenged the principle articulated in Constitutional Court Resolutions
Nos. 8-P and 6-P and applied in Decision No. 1820-O that a provisionally applicable treaty
can prevail over a legislative enactment. As a result, the District Court of The Hague
misunderstood the legal effect of provisionally applied treaties within the Russian legal
system.

2.2.4

Provisional application of treaties does not run counter to the constitutional
separation of powers

120.

The Russian Federation has argued, and the District Court of The Hague appears to have
understood, the system of separation of powers established by the Russian Constitution as
assigning to the Legislature exclusive authority to establish new or additional legal rules
within the Russian legal system. As a result, it concluded that provisional application of a
treaty that gave effect to rules contradicting or diverging from Russian laws before its
ratification by a legislative act would violate Russia’s constitutional system of separation of
powers. 109 This description of the application of the principle of separation of powers in the
Russian Federation is mistaken in general and with regard to provisional application of

109

District Court Decision at ¶ 5.84.
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treaties specifically. It also overlooks the Russian Legislator’s repeated endorsement of
provisional application.
121.

The Russian Constitution certainly embraces the principle of separation of powers. Its
Article 10 provides:
The state power in the Russian Federation shall be exercised on the basis of its
division into legislative, executive and judicial power. The bodies of legislative,
executive and judicial power shall be independent.
It is immediately evident that this provision, although significant, leaves many questions
unanswered. It does not itself specify what constitutes legislative, executive, or judicial
power or what functions fall within their respective competences.

122.

To understand the legal significance of Article 10, one must take into account the many
provisions of the Constitution giving specific content to the operation of the principle of
separation of powers in the Russian context. Other provisions of the Constitution fill in the
meaning of legislative, executive and judicial power.

123.

Confirmation of the complexity of actual operation of the separation-of-powers principle in
Russia can be found on the Commentary on the Constitution of the Russian Constitution,
authored by V.D. Zorkin and L.V. Lazarev.

110

In its discussion on Article 10, the

Commentary states:
[U]nder [Article 10], the State authority is united but its functions – legislative,
executive and judiciary – are performed by different bodies each of which can
perform, and in the practice of the Russian constitutionalism and the constitutional
practice of other countries do actually perform, certain powers which according to
the classic understandings of the separation of powers would fall within the
competence of other organs. 111
These apparent departures from the “classic understanding” of the separation of powers rests
on specific provisions of the Constitution that elaborate on particular state functions:
The principle of the separation of powers into the legislative, executive and judiciary
branches is specified in subsequent chapters and articles of the Constitution, which
determine the competences and character of interaction between the President,
Federal Assembly and its chambers, Government and Russian courts . . ., [and] in

110

Zorkin has been a member of the Russian Constitutional Court since its creation and has served as its chair
from 1991 to 1993 and from 2003 to the present.
111
Commentary on the Constitution of the Russian Federation, Article 10 point 1 (V.D. Zorkin and
L.V. Lazarev, eds., Eksmo 2010), available in Garant Russian law database (Exhibit S-61).
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federal constitutional and federal laws, laws of the constituent entities of the
Federation. 112
The Commentary counsels against reading into Article 10 preconceived and inflexible notions
of what the particular functions of the executive, legislature and judiciary are, and to consider
instead the specific features of the constitutional language and the laws that implement the
constitutional text.
124.

Among those provisions that give concrete content to Article 10’s separation of powers in
respect of treaty-making are Article 15 (specifying the sources and hierarchy of rules of
decision to be applied by courts), Article 86 (foreign relations powers of the President),
Article 106 (procedure for enacting certain legislation, including the ratification of treaties),
and Article 114 (foreign relations powers of the Government). As discussed in Section 1.3 of
this report, the constitutional structure with respect to treaty-making assigns specific functions
to the President, the Executive and the Legislator, rather than relying on an abstract division
between executive and legislative power. As discussed in Section 2.1, the constitutional
structure does authorize the President or Government to consent to the provisional application
of a treaty. As discussed in Section 2.2.1, the constitutional structure accepts provisional
application of a treaty that provides for rules that are different from or additional to existing
legislation. In particular, as discussed in Section 2.2.3, the Constitutional Court of the Russian
Federation, based in its understanding of Article 15(4) of the Constitution, has upheld the
constitutionality of the application of legal rules in a provisionally applicable treaty that differ
from those in existing legislation.

125.

In accordance with this structure, the Russian Federation often agrees to provisional
application of, and actually applies, international treaties that are subject to ratification in the
form of a legislative enactment. As the examples in Section 2.2.2 of this report demonstrate,
this practice includes provisional application of treaties that contain rules that are inconsistent
with or contradict extant Russian legislation.

112

Id. Article 10 point 4.
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126.

The Russian Legislator on multiple occasions has expressly endorsed the practice of
provisional application of a treaty signed by the President or a representative of the
Government and approved provisional application of treaties that contained provisions other
than in Russian laws. These endorsements underline the consistency of Russian treaty practice
with the constitutional separation of powers. They manifest legislative approval and
facilitation of the practice of provisional application of treaties, including the giving effect in
domestic law of the rules they contain.

127.

As discussed in ¶¶ 63-68 of this report, the first such endorsement of provisional application
of treaties in Russia came in the form of the accession of the Soviet Union to the VCLT in
1986. The Soviet Legislature embraced provisional application in a context where the
Government, under domestic law, had the authority to agree to this outcome. At the time of its
succession to the U.S.S.R., the Russian Legislator again embraced provisional application of
treaties that depended on a decision of the President or the Government.

128.

Similarly, as discussed in Section 1.3 of this Report, the framers of the Constitution
empowered the Russian President and the Government to determine the content of treaties
and sign them. They did so against a background of longstanding and consistent practice of
provisional application of treaties. The adoption of Article 15(4) of the Constitution further
underlined the significance within the Russian legal system of treaty-based rules, including
those resulting from provisional application of treaties. The Constitutional Court on multiple
occasions has confirmed that provisional application of treaty rules can displace inconsistent
legislation, and that this displacement conforms to, and even follows from, the Russian
Constitution.

129.

Finally, when the Russian Legislator enacted the FLIT, it expressly endorsed the President
and Government’s authority to agree to provisional application of treaties, without imposing
any limitation on subject matter. Indeed, in the Constitutional Court hearing on the case
resolved by Resolution No. 8-P, the Duma’s representative confirmed its understanding of the
legal effect of provisional application:
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The Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties does not treat differently performance
of a provisionally applicable treaty and a treaty which entered into force. In case of a
discrepancy between a federal law and a provisionally applicable treaty, we
nevertheless consider that the international treaty shall apply, as the meaning of
provisional application is, precisely, to apply the treaty immediately. 113
130.

The Government’s exercise of the authority to agree to provisional application of the ECT,
therefore, cannot be said to encroach upon a power that belongs to the Legislator. This
authority follows from the Constitution and has repeatedly received the Legislator’s
endorsement.
***

131.

In conclusion, a review of Russian law, scholarly commentary, state practice and judicial
decisions makes clear that provisional application of a treaty and the incorporation into the
Russian legal system of rules found in such treaties is consistent with Russian law. In
particular, the incorporation into the domestic legal regime of rules found in provisionally
applicable treaties that contradict or are different from other extant rules of Russian
legislation also is consistent with Russian law. Where a rule found in a provisionally
applicable treaty conflicts with a pre-existing rule adopted by the Legislator, Russian law
requires that the rule in the treaty prevails. Not only does this practice conform to the
particular system of separation of powers established by the Russian Constitution, but the
Russian Legislator had endorsed it multiple times.

2.3

Enactment of Article 23(2)2) of the FLIT Did Not Affect the Legal Status of the ECT
with Respect to the Russian Federation

132.

In the Dutch annulment proceedings, I understand that the Russian Federation has argued that
the second paragraph of Article 23(2) of the FLIT precluded the Russian Government from
applying the ECT provisionally beyond six months because, after the expiration of this
period, provisional application of the ECT was inconsistent with Russian law. 114 The District
Court of The Hague accepted this argument. Its conclusion, however, is mistaken.

113

Statement of D.F. Viatkin on behalf of the State Duma before the Constitutional Court, March 13, 2012,
minutes 18:03-18:29, at http://www.ksrf.ru/ru/Sessions/Pages/ViewItem.aspx?ParamId=74 (Exhibit S-62)
114
District Court Decision at ¶ 5.94: “[I]n the absence of approval of the legislature, [Article 45(1) ECT]
precluded a longer provisional application of Article 26 ECT than the six months.”
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133.

The text of the second paragraph of Article 23(2) reads in full:
of which in respect of the Russian Federation is, under this Federal Law, to be
treaty or a part thereof, or if an agreement as to such provisional application was
reached among the parties in some other manner, then this treaty shall be
submitted to the State Duma within six months from the start of its provisional
application. The term of’ provisional application may be prolonged by way of a
decision taken in a form of a federal law according to the procedure set out in
Article 17 of this Federal Law for the ratification of international treaties.

134.

This provision requires the Government to transmit to the Duma (the lower house of the
Federal Assembly) certain treaties that apply provisionally within six months of the start of
provisional application.

135.

The pertinent facts in relation to the ECT and Article 23(2)2) of the FLIT are as follows. The
Russian Federation signed the ECT on December 17, 1994. The FLIT entered into force on
July 17, 1995 (seven months after the signature of the ECT). The Russian Government
submitted the ECT to the Duma for ratification on August 26, 1996 (a year after the FLIT
entered into force). I understand that the Russian Federation considers that its Government
did not submit the ECT for ratification in a timeframe consistent with Article 23(2)2),
although it has not made clear what that timeframe would be as regards the ECT.

136.

Article 23(2)2) of the FLIT has no bearing on the legal status of the ECT under Russian law
(Section 2.3.1). The Russian Federation’s treaty practice confirms that Article 23(2)2), even
where it applies, does not limit the duration of provisional application of a treaty or require a
legislative act as a condition of continued provisional application (Section 2.3.2).

2.3.1

Article 23(2)2) has no bearing on the legal status of the ECT under Russian law

137.

There are four reasons why Article 23(2)2) of the FLIT has no bearing on provisional
application of Article 26 of the ECT by the Russian Federation. First, no provision analogous
to Article 23(2)2) existed in Russian law when the Russian Government signed the ECT.
Second, it is plain that Article 23(2)2) was not meant to have retroactive effect and did not
address treaties, such as the ECT, the provisional application of which started more than six
months before the enactment of that statute. Third, Article 23(2)2) addresses the procedure for
submitting provisionally applicable treaties to the Duma, but imposes no conditions or
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limitations on the ongoing provisional application of such treaties. Rather, Article 23(3) of the
FLIT provides the exclusive grounds for terminating provisional application of a treaty.
Fourth, the Russian Government did submit the ECT for ratification in August 1996 and thus
any issue that may have existed under Article 23(2)2) of the ECT was cured.
138.

First, the FLIT was adopted in July 1995, more than six months after the Russian Government
signed the ECT and accepted its provisional application to the Russian Federation. Russian
law did not then regulate the timing of submission of treaties to the Duma. Article 23(2)2) of
the FLIT, adopted well after the signing of the ECT, could have no bearing on whether
provisional application of the ECT, and in particular its Article 26, was consistent with
Russian law at the time of signing.

139.

Second, the language of Article 23(2)2) is clear that the procedure of submission of a treaty to
the Duma did not apply to treaties such as the ECT. This Article envisions a period of six
months between the start of provisional application and submission of a treaty to the Duma.
In the case of treaties such as the ECT, which as of July 1995 had already applied
provisionally for more than six months, it would have been impossible for the President or
Government to comply. Nothing in the FLIT, or in Russian case law and legal literature,
indicates that the Law produced such an absurd result. Rather, it establishes a procedure for
the President or Government to follow with respect to treaties the provisional application of
which begins, at best, six months or less before the enactment of the FLIT. The provisional
application of the ECT began before this date. 115

115
The District Court in The Hague stated that Article 23(2)2) “entered into force retroactively by Presidential
Instruction”. District Court Decision at ¶ 5.66. Notwithstanding the fact that a presidential enactment simply
could not change the temporal scope of a law passed by the Legislature, no such intention can be inferred from
the instruction referred to be the District Court. The instruction that President Yeltsin issued shortly after
adoption of the FLIT directed the various ministries of the government to gather information about treaties
currently having provisional effect so that the President or the Government, as the case might be, might consider
submitting those treaties to the State Duma. Instruction of the President of the Russian Federation No. 370-rp of
August 7, 1995 (Exhibit S-63). In other words, the President did not mandate any submissions to the Duma, but
rather required the compilation of a list of “proposals”. The Instruction left it to the discretion of the President or
the Government whether to submit the described treaties to the Duma, and did not indicate that any legal
consequences would follow from a failure to do so.
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140.

Third, even if one could interpret Article 23(2)2) as applying to treaties the provisional
application of which began more than six months before the FLIT’s enactment, nothing in
that Article affects the continued validity of provisional application of such a treaty.

141.

Articles 23(1) and 23(3) of the FLIT track the language of the VCLT regarding the creation
and termination of provisional application of a treaty. These provisions thus represent a
legislative endorsement of the preexisting legal regime regarding provisional application of
treaties.

142.

Article 23(2)2) of the FLIT represents a procedural innovation in Russian law. Its enactment,
however, did not modify the rules expressed in Article 23(1) and (3). Like the other parts of
Article 23, it imposes no restrictions on what kinds of treaty obligations can be made
provisionally applicable. Rather, it establishes a process for the President and Government to
submit provisionally applied treaties to the Legislator.

143.

Article 23(2)2) envisions that the President or Government would submit to the State Duma
any treaty that applies provisionally to the Russian Federation within six months of the
commencement of provisional application. By requiring transmission to the Duma,
Article 23(2)2) thus facilitates, but does not require, action by the Federal Assembly on the
treaty. Specifically, it does not require that the Federal Assembly ratify the treaty within six
months from the beginning of provisional application, or ratify it at all.

144.

The same observations apply to the possibility of extending provisional application
envisioned in the last sentence of Article 23(2)2). That sentence indicates that the Federal
Assembly, through the bicameral procedure specified in Article 17 of the FLIT for approving
the ratification of a treaty for purposes of entry into force, may extend the period of
provisional application. That part of Article 23(2)2) does not require that the Federal
Assembly extend provisional application within six months from its commencement for such
provisional application to continue. Nor does it indicate that a decision to extend provisional
application is ever needed at all. The only procedure envisaged by Article 23(2)2) is
submission of a treaty to the Duma.
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145.

A failure to submit a treaty to the Duma in accordance with Article 23(2)2) does not affect
provisional application of treaties by the Russian Federation. Specifically, Article 23(2)2)
does not provide that such a failure (as well as the absence of a parliamentary action on a
treaty, like ratification) will result in termination of provisional application. Were the law to
have provide otherwise, it would contradict Article 25(2) of the VCLT, which specifies that
termination of provisional application of a treaty occurs when a state notifies the other parties
of its intention not to join that treaty. 116 Article 15(4) of the Constitution precludes an
interpretation of Article 23(2)2) that would violate the VCLT. Moreover, Article 23(3) of the
FLIT itself provides for the list of instances when provisional application terminates. It
repeats Article 25(2) of the VCLT and does not include failure to comply with the
requirement of Article 23(2)2) of the FLIT as one of the means for terminating provisional
application of a treaty. 117

146.

Statements by the Russian President, Government, and organs of the Duma all confirm that,
as a matter of Russian law, the 6-month term in Article 23(2)2) has no bearing on the
continued provisional application of international treaties.

147.

Thus, in 2001, Duma deputies had proposed to amend Article 23(2)2) of the FLIT to limit
provisional application of treaties to a time period of three years. 118 President Putin

116

Specifically, Article 25(2) of the VCLT (Exhibit S-64) states:
Unless the treaty otherwise provides or the negotiating States have otherwise agreed, the provisional
application of a treaty or a part of a treaty with respect to a State shall be terminated if that State notifies the
other States between which the treaty is being applied provisionally of its intention not to become a party to
the treaty.

117

The 1996 commentary to the FLIT confirms this understanding. It explains:
[I]f a treaty is not presented to the State Duma within the indicated time period, this does not mean that
provisional application will automatically be terminated. Such a result would contradict Article 23 of
the Law and Article 18 of the Vienna Convention, according to which it is necessary to clearly express
the intention not to become a party to the treaty before provisional application can be terminated. Such
intent by no means automatically follows from a failure to present the treaty to the State Duma. Here,
this can mean a breach of federal law, for which the persons responsible must be held accountable.
However, such a failure will not automatically entail any international legal consequences.

Commentary on the Federal Law “On International Treaties of the Russian Federation” at 74 (V.P. Zvekov, B.I.
Osminin, eds., Spark 1996) (Exhibit S-33). As the Commentary indicates, the Legislator must be understood as
drafting Article 23(2)2) with a goal of compliance with the Russian Federation’s obligations under the VCLT.
118
Draft Federal Law No. 67917-3 “On Amending and Supplementing the Federal Law ‘On International
Treaties of the Russian Federation’”, Article 1(2) (Exhibit S-65).
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communicated his official position to the Duma disapproving of the proposal. Specifically, he
explained that the limits for termination of provisional application were fixed by Article 25(2)
of the VCLT and Article 23(3) of the FLIT:
An analysis of Article 23(1) of the Federal Law [on International Treaties] and of
Article 25 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of International Treaties leaves no
room for doubt that the decision on the provisional application of a treaty (including
the term of such provisional application) is taken by signatories jointly. As the
provisional application of an international treaty is based on an agreement between
States, its termination cannot be arbitrary. The legal limits for the termination of
provisional application are clear (Article 23(3) of the Federal Law and Article 25 of
the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties). Provisional application of an
international treaty is terminated by agreement of the parties, or by the coming into
force of the treaty, or by the communication of a State to the other States
provisionally applying the treaty of its determination not to become a party to the
treaty.” 119 (Emphasis added.)
According to the President, the grounds for termination of provisional application do not
include a failure to comply with the 6-month term contained in Article 23(2)2) of the FLIT.
This understanding was supported by the Government and the Security Committee of the
Duma itself. 120
148.

The Russian Government consistently has taken the position that Article 23(2)2) of the FLIT
has no bearing on provisional application. Most recently, a 2014 submission by the Russian
Federation to the United Nations’ International Law Commission confirms this conclusion. In
the course of explaining how provisional application works in the Russian legal system, the
submission noted:
It is important to bear in mind that the failure to submit the treaty to the State Duma
within the period indicated does not automatically result in consequences in
international law that take the form of the termination of its provisional application.
That would contravene both article 23 of the Law and article 18 of the 1969 Vienna

119

Letter No. pr-966 of the President of the Russian Federation of May 28, 2001, conveying an Opinion with
respect to the Draft Federal Law “On Amending and Supplementing the Federal Law ‘On International Treaties
of the Russian Federation’”, ¶ 2 (Exhibit S-66).
120
Official Response No. 2841-p-P2 of the Government of the Russian Federation of May 10, 2001 with respect
to the Draft Federal Law “On Amending and Supplementing the Federal Law ‘On International Treaties of the
Russian Federation’ (Exhibit S-67): “[T]he decision concerning provisional application, including its term, is
taken jointly by the parties to the treaty. Any unilateral measures in this respect are inadmissible.” Letter No.
3.15-18/339 of the Security Committee of the State Duma of March 18, 2004, conveying an Opinion on the
Draft Federal Law “On Amending and Supplementing the Federal Law ‘On International Treaties of the Russian
Federation’”, ¶ 2 (Exhibit S-68): “[T]his proposal contradicts the provisions of Article 23 of the Federal Law
‘On International Treaties of the Russian Federation’ and Article 25 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of
Treaties of 1969, of which the Russian Federation is a party. It violates the basic principle of treaty law provided
for by those rule-making documents - the decision on provisional application (including its term) is taken jointly
by the parties to a treaty.”
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Convention on the Law of Treaties, according to which, for the termination to result,
the intention to not become a party to the treaty must be clearly expressed. Serving
as the legal basis for Russia’s expression of such an intention would be a decision to
that effect that is taken in the same manner as is a decision to begin the provisional
application. 121
149.

Fourth, on August 26, 1996, the Russian Government did present the ECT to the Duma for
ratification. Accordingly, even if any issue existed under Article 23(2)2) of the FLIT, which
in my opinion was not the case, when the Government submitted the ECT to the Duma that
issue was cured. In other words, even if provisional application of the ECT was inconsistent
with Article 23(2)2) of the FLIT in some period, this was no longer the case as of August 26,
1996.

150.

In sum, the language and context of Article 23(2)2), as well as statements made by the
Russian Government, President and Duma all make clear that this provision does not limit the
provisional application of a treaty to a period of six months. Such an interpretation would
disregard the text of Article 23 itself and would violate the international legal obligations of
the Russian Federation in disregard of Article 15(4) of the Constitution. In any event, given
that the Government did present the ECT for ratification in August 1996, no issue could have
existed beyond this date. The conclusion of the District Court of The Hague with respect to
Article 23(2)2) of the FLIT was in error.

121

The Russian Federation’s submission on provisional application to the United Nations’ International Law
Commission, at http://legal.un.org/docs/?path=../ilc/sessions/66/pdfs/english/pat russia.pdf&lang=ER (Exhibit
S-50). Similarly, in a submission to a Charter Conference of the ECT participants of July 8, 1997,
representatives of the Russian Federation described the effect of this article, adopted since Russia’s signing of
the treaty, on the treaty’s provisional application:
Firstly, if the treaty is not submitted to the State Duma during the specified period, this cannot lead to
the automatic termination of its provisional application. . . . Secondly, timely submission of the treaty
to the State Duma (according to the time limit specified in the Law) has no automatic consequences on
its provisional application. If six months from the beginning of provisional application have expired
and the State Duma has not discussed the issue of the treaty, its provisional application continues until
the relevant decision is taken by the State Duma.
Legal Aspects of Provisional Application of International Treaties in the Territory of the Russian Federation,
July 8, 1997 (Exhibit S-69).
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2.3.2

The Russian Federation’s treaty practice confirms that Article 23(2)2) does not affect
the ongoing provisional application of treaties

151.

Russia’s practice with respect to the ECT demonstrates its understanding that the introduction
of Article 23(2)2) of the FLIT did not affect the treaty’s provisional application. Long after
the FLIT had gone into effect, a document published by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs on its
official web site confirmed that the Russian Federation applied the ECT provisionally and that
this provisional application complied with the FLIT. 122 Then, on August 20, 2009, the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs submitted its notice of withdrawal from participation in the
ECT. 123 In accordance with the requirements of Article 23(3) of the FLIT and Article 25(2) of
the VCLT, the notice informed the signatories to the ECT “of its intention not to become a
Contracting Party to the Energy Charter Treaty.” This notice did not indicate any possibility
that the treaty’s provisional application might have terminated or otherwise was affected
earlier due to the supposed requirements of Article 23(2)2).

152.

The practice of provisional application of other treaties also confirms that Article 23(2)2)
does not limit provisional application.

153.

A few months after ending the provisional application of the ECT, the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs published a letter to the State Tax Service concerning an agreement with the Eurasian
Development Bank, discussed above at ¶¶ 95-97. The Agreement established a tax exemption
for the Bank and applied provisionally from October 7, 2008. It was not submitted to the
Duma for ratification until November 12, 2009. 124 The State Tax Service appears to have
questioned whether the exemption, which provided a different tax rule for the Bank than those
found in existing legislation, could apply during the period of provisional application. The
Foreign Ministry, as noted above in ¶ 96 of this report, upheld the direct application of the

122
On November 25, 2005, more than a decade after adoption of the FLIT, the Ministry published a document
called “Energy Charter Treaty (Background Information) (Exhibit S-70). This stated:

The Russian Federation applies [the ECT] on a provisional basis in accordance with Part II of the
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (1969) and Section II of the Federal Law On International
Treaties of the Russian Federation of June 16, 1995.
123
Note of the Embassy of the Russian Federation in the Portuguese Republic to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
of the Portuguese Republic of August 20, 2009 (Exhibit S-71).
124
Letter of the Government of the Russian Federation No. 5390-p-P13 of November 12, 2009 (Exhibit S-72).
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treaty-based tax exemption during this period. It also addressed the question of whether delay
in submission of the treaty to the Duma in violation of Article 23(2)2) affected this outcome.
It concluded that it did not, because Article 23(2)2) had no bearing on the continuation of
provisional application:
At the same time, a failure to submit a provisionally applicable treaty to the State Duma
within the indicated time, as well as a refusal by the Duma to ratify such a treaty or
extend its provisional application, does not result in automatic termination of its
provisional application. 125
154.

The above exchange between the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Federal Tax Service
regarding the legal effect of Article 23(2)2) of the FLIT on provisional application of a treaty
is representative of a consistent pattern of practice. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs supported
the conclusion indicated above with references to practice on provisional application of the
Maritime Boundary Agreement 126 and the 1992 Agreement Establishing an International
Science and Technology Center. 127

155.

As another example, none of the bilateral transit agreements related to the Afghanistan
conflict discussed in ¶¶ 92-94 above was submitted to the Duma within the 6-month period
but they were applied provisionally nevertheless. 128 Likewise, I have not found an indication
that the FEZ Agreement discussed by the Constitutional Court in Decision No. 1820-O was
submitted to the Duma under Article 23(2)2). 129 The Constitutional Court, however, did not
find that this somehow had affected the application and effect of the treaty. 130 See ¶¶ 106107 above.

125

Letter of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation No. 6068/10SKG of October 2, 2009
(Exhibit S-45).
126
Discussed in ¶¶ 84-87 above.
127
Addressed above in ¶ 61(i).
128
For example, the transit agreement with France was signed on October 7, 2004, its provisional application
started on the same date, but the agreement was submitted to the Duma only six years later, on
October 25, 2010. Letter of the President of the Russian Federation No. Pr-3122 of October 25, 2010 (Exhibit
S-73).
129
Thus, the web site of the State Duma does not indicate that a draft law on ratification of the FEZ Agreement
is or was in the Duma’s agenda.
130
The Second Opinion of Vladimir Gladyshev of May 2, 2007, submitted in connection with the Claimant’s
Rejoinder on Jurisdiction on Admissibility in the arbitration proceedings, contains a list of 18 treaties that the
Russian Federation applied provisionally for longer than six months before submission to the Duma for
consideration.
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156.

This Report has also discussed the ongoing provisional application of the Maritime Boundary
Agreement above at ¶¶ 84-87. The provisional application of this Agreement began in 1990
and continues to this day. The Government submitted the Agreement to the Duma on
March 9, 1996, and asked the Duma to extend its provisional application. 131 On February 7,
1997, the Duma rejected this proposal. 132 Regardless, and despite the fact that the Duma
members sometimes expressed dissatisfaction with the state of affairs, 133 the Russian
Federation continues to acknowledge the validity of the Agreement’s provisional application.
See ¶ 85 & fn. 65 above.

157.

To conclude, Article 23(2)2) of the FLIT concerns the submission to the Duma of certain
treaties subject to provisional application within six months of the start of provisional
application. At best, this provision applied to treaties the provisional application of which
started six months or less before the FLIT went into force and thus had no effect on the
ongoing provisional application of the ECT. More importantly, a failure to submit a treaty to
the Duma within six months, as well as the absence of a parliamentary action on the treaty,
does not affect provisional application. Subsequent practice of both the Executive and
Legislative Branches of the Russian Federation confirm this understanding of Article 23(2)2).

158.

Accordingly, the District Court of The Hague was mistaken about the effect of Article 23(2)2)
on the validity of provisional application of treaties under Russian law. Its conclusion that this
Article rendered provisional application of the ECT inconsistent with Russian law rested on
an erroneous interpretation of the statute and ignored the Russian Federation practice in
relation to the ECT and other treaties, more generally.

131

Electronic registration card for draft law No. 96007172-2 on extension until June 30, 1997 of the provisional
application by the Russian Federation of the Maritime Boundary Agreement (Exhibit S-74).
132
Id.
133
Resolution of the State Duma No. 2880-IIIGD of June 14, 2002 expressed that body’s concern about the
Maritime Boundary Agreement (Exhibit S-75). Nevertheless, the provisional application of the agreement
continued.
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3

INTERNATIONAL

ARBITRATION

OF

INVESTMENT

DISPUTES

IS

CONSISTENT WITH RUSSIAN LAW
159.

In addition to making arguments concerning the Russian regime of provisional application
that I have addressed in Section 2 of this report, the Russian Federation claims that the offer
to arbitrate ECT disputes in Article 26 of the ECT is inconsistent with Russian law. In this
regard, the Russian Federation relies on an expert report prepared by Professor Asoskov, who
argues that “Russian law has always prohibited arbitration of public law disputes.” 134 This
contention is entirely irrelevant for two main reasons.

160.

First, the previous two sections of this report demonstrate that the Russian Federation, as a
matter of Russian law, can validly consent to provisional application of a treaty that contains
a commitment to arbitrate disputes, as well as to provisional application of certain substantive
standards regarding the treatment of foreign investors in the energy industry. The valid
acceptance of these obligations by itself makes disputes concerning compliance with these
obligations arbitrable as a matter of Russian law. In other words, Russian law allows the
application of treaties (such as the ECT) on a provisional basis in their entirety, even if certain
provisions of the treaties displace or alter existing rules of Russian law. Accordingly, even if
Professor Asoskov’s contention that “public law disputes” cannot be arbitrated in Russia were
correct and if Article 26 of the ECT, but for its provisional application, could run afoul of this
prohibition, this outcome would not bar provisional application of that Article under Russian
law.

161.

Second, the entire discussion of arbitrability of public-law disputes in Russia is misconceived.
The position of the Russian Federation and Professor Asoskov ignores that what is arbitrated
under Article 26 ECT is an international-law claim, not a Russian-law claim. In essence, the
dichotomy presented by Professor Asoskov between public-law disputes and those grounded
in private law does not apply to international-law disputes. Both in the abstract and as a
matter of Russian law, rights and duties based on international law constitute a distinct
category encompassing the international legal order, rather than Russian public or private law.

134

Asoskov Report at ¶¶ 11, 103.
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162.

To be specific, the rights in dispute in this matter are derived from the ECT itself, in particular
Article 13’s provisions regarding expropriation. Dispute resolution under Article 26 entails
exclusively a determination as to whether the Russian Federation has honored this
international-law commitment. Accordingly, arbitration under Article 26 ECT is used to settle
only disputes arising out of international-law relations. It does not invalidate domestic law.

163.

Professor Asoskov’s report ignores this fundamental fact. It focuses on the arbitrability under
Russian law of disputes arising from subjects such as domestic tax or bankruptcy. 135 Even if
his conclusions as to these issues were correct, they disregard the fundamental fact that an
ECT dispute does not arise out of any of these legal relations.

136

As a result,

Professor Asoskov’s conclusions have no bearing on the application by an arbitral tribunal of
an international legal obligation to particular facts.
164.

As this report discusses in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, Russian law contains pervasive evidence as to
the arbitrability of treaty-based claims. Section 3.1 of this report demonstrates that the
Russian-law distinction between domestic public law disputes and private law disputes is
irrelevant for disputes arising out of international-law relations. Section 3.2 shows that, in any
event, Russian law provides expressly for international arbitration of investment disputes
based on an international treaty. When an investment treaty provides for international
arbitration, Russian law accepts the arbitrability of all investor-State claims arising under that
treaty.

3.1

The Domestic Russian Law Distinction Between Public and Private Law Disputes
Does Not Apply to International Law Disputes

165.

The Russian Federation (with the assistance of Professor Asoskov) presumes that the
distinction in Russian domestic law between the arbitrability of questions of public and
private law applies to treaty-based claims. After citing various Russian statutes addressing
arbitration, Professor Asoskov concludes that “Russian law has always stressed the civil law

135

Id. at ¶ 105.
Under Russian law what is generally arbitrable might be determined by looking at the legal relations from
which the dispute arises. See, e.g., Resolution of the Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation No. 10-P of
May 26, 2011, point 4 (Exhibit S-76).
136
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nature of parties’ relations as a criterion of arbitrability, which directly entails the nonarbitrability of any type of public law dispute.” 137 However, Russian law does not make the
arbitrability of disputes based on provisions of a treaty turn on the public-private
categorization on which Professor Asoskov concentrates. The sources cited by Professor
Asoskov actually confirm the distinct character of international legal obligations within the
Russian legal system and the irrelevance of the public-private distinction to the question of
whether disputes arising under international treaties can be settled by arbitration.
166.

Russian scholars agree that international law is a separate legal system; its rules, even though
they have effect in the Russian legal system, do not become rules of Russian law but retain
their international-law character. Thus, G.V. Ignatenko and O.I. Tiunov, prominent Russian
international law specialists, explain that this follows from Article 15(4) of the Constitution
and note that the Russian legal science “has formed a characterization of international law as
separate legal system”. 138 Similarly, K.A. Bekyashev states that after the introduction of a
treaty into the Russian legal order “the norms of international law do not lose their legal
nature” and that “no conversion of some norms into others takes place or can take place.” 139

167.

The Constitutional Court also has recognized the distinctive character of international law
within the Russian legal system. In Resolution No. 8-P, discussed at ¶¶ 103-104 above, it
declared:
[T]he constitutionally provided recognition of international treaties to which the
Russian Federation is a party as a component part of its legal system, setting forth
conditions for direct application of the rules contained in such treaties in the territory
of the Russian Federation does not change the legal nature and meaning of
international treaties as a source of international law stipulating rights and
obligations of states that are parties to such international treaties as subjects of
international communication … 140

168.

These authorities confirm that Russian law recognizes the distinctive character of
international obligations that have taken effect within the domestic legal system.
Incorporation of treaty rules into the Russian legal system thus does not transform those rules

137

Asoskov Report at ¶ 22.
International Law at 11-12 (G.V. Ignatenko, O.I. Tiunov, eds., Norma 1999) (Exhibit S-77).
139
Public International Law at 115 (K.A. Bekyashenv, ed., Prospekt 2007) (Exhibit S-78).
140
Resolution of the Constitutional Court of the Russian Federation No. 8-P of March 27, 2012, point 2
(Exhibit S-34).
138
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into something that fits into categories relevant to purely domestic law, such as the publicprivate dichotomy. On this basis alone, Prof. Asoskov’s discussion on alleged nonarbitrability
of public law disputes is irrelevant to the question whether arbitration of investment disputes
such as those under the ECT is inconsistent with Russian law.
169.

Professor Asoskov’s discussion of the principle of subordination as applied to internationallaw disputes represents a category mistake. 141 The principle of subordination on which he
relies to justify the nonarbitrability of public law disputes is derived from a distinction
between the state as the bearer of civil rights, in which case it stands on equal footing with
private persons, and the state as public authority, in which case it has a superior role. Within
the sphere of Russian domestic law (that is, domestic law that does not incorporate the
international legal obligations of the Russian Federation), the principle may be relevant.
Within the sphere of international law, however, it is inapposite.

170.

The reasons for Russian law’s distinct treatment of international-law rules are apparent. These
rules rest on the principle of sovereign equality, which means that neither party to the treaty
can be subordinate to the other. When a treaty bestows rights on a third party, such as private
persons who are foreign investors, what the private person will invoke is a substantive
promise made by one equal sovereign to another. On that basis, investment disputes could not
arise from “administrative or other relationships based on the parties’ subordination, on
relationships of authority or hierarchy” (to reference the language of the Supreme Arbitrazh
Court quoted by Professor Asoskov). 142 Rather, international legal relations and disputes arise
from international obligations of equals.

171.

Rules of international law bear more resemblance to those of private (civil) law. Using the
language of an authority cited by Professor Asoskov, these relations arise from “de-

141

Asoskov Report at ¶¶ 26-31.
Asoskov Report at ¶ 29 (quoting Letter of the Supreme Arbitrazh Court of the Russian Federation
No. VAS-06/0PP-1200 of August 23, 2007 (Exhibit S-79)). See also Asoskov Report at ¶ 30 (quoting
O.Yu. Skvortsov, Arbitration of Entrepreneurial Disputes in Russia: Problems, Tendencies, Perspective at 427
(WoltersKluwer 2005) (Exhibit S-80)).
142
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centralized regulation” by “legally equal parties,” who implement their own interests. 143 But
unlike private law, rules of international law address relations among sovereigns and thus
require distinct treatment.
172.

In conclusion, claims derived from treaties (such as investor-state claims), and not based
solely on Russian legislation, do not fit into the distinction between public and private law
that applies to purely domestic rights.

173.

Some Russian scholars have attempted to apply the public-private dichotomy to investment
disputes. Professor Asoskov cites one of them, S.I. Krupko, in ¶ 67 of his report. These
attempts have produced conflicting results. This is explained, particularly, by the fact that the
scholars often focus on the rights of foreign investors derived from domestic legislation, and
not those based on international law. Most argue for the private-law classification, like
Professor Veliaminov, who concludes that “[disputes between States and investors] are
private law disputes”. 144 A few scholars, like S.I. Krupko, argue for both private and public
law classification. 145 None takes issue with the basic proposition, recognized by the
authorities discussed in ¶¶ 167-168, that international legal norms incorporated into the
Russian legal system retain their special character as rules based on international law. More
fundamentally, none disputes that Russian law does not bar the submission of treaty-based

143
Id at ¶ 28 (quoting Civil Law: Treatise, Volume l: General Part (E.A. Sukhanov, ed., 3rd edition, 2008)
(Exhibit S-81).
144
G.M. Veliaminov, International Economic Law and Procedure at ¶ 801 (WoltersKluwer 2004) (Exhibit S82). See also id. at ¶ 800:

The mechanism of settling disputes in so-called diagonal legal relations between a State on the one hand
and foreign natural and legal persons on the other hand is unique; moreover, it is not the legal status of
subjects of the relations which is determinative but rather the object of the relations, which are of civil law
nature. Therefore, the settlement of disputes in such relations is within the private law heading despite
sovereign States are parties to the disputes and the settlement is on the basis of an international treaty.
To the same effect, see, e.g., L.I. Volova, The Mechanism of Settlement of International Investment Disputes,
1(8) Econ. J. Rostov State Univ. 80 at 81 (2010) (Exhibit S-83).
145
Even S.I. Krupko admits, however, that “the opinion that investment disputes have private law nature is
predominant in the doctrine and judicial practice”. S.I. Krupko, Investment Disputes between a State and a
Foreign Investor at 16 (BEK 2002) (Exhibit S-84). Compare this conclusion with id. at 20, where S.I. Krupko
states that from the point of view of “origin” in some investment disputes “the public law aspect of the relations
between the host State and a foreign investor is preponderant.” Professor Asoskov quotes the second statement
but not the first. Asoskov Report at ¶ 67.
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claims to international arbitration, even if the claims rest on issues of fact derived from
Russian public law, such as taxation. 146
174.

The laws cited by Professor Asoskov (particularly, the 1993 International Commercial
Arbitration Law, the Civil Procedure Code and the Arbitrazh Procedure Code) may contain a
limit on the jurisdiction of arbitral tribunals as to what might be characterized as private-law
relations. 147 What Professor Asoskov does not disclose, however, is that these enactments
routinely include provisions envisaging a possibility of international-law treaty-based
arbitration, regardless of any other limits in the law. Contrary to Professor Asoskov’s report,
Russian law generally recognizes that treaty-based issues, including their arbitrability, stand
on their own bottom and do not fit into a binary classification between public and private law.

175.

Professor Asoskov cited the 1993 International Commercial Arbitration Law as evidence of a
general principle of nonarbitrability of public-law disputes. 148 Except in a few instances not
relevant here, it applies only to arbitration with a Russian seat, which is not the case in these
arbitrations. 149 In any event, Article 1(5) envisaged the possibility of treaty-based arbitration.
It provided in full:
If an international treaty of the Russian Federation establishes rules other than those
which are contained in the Russian legislation relating to arbitration (third-party
tribunal), the rules of the international treaty shall be applied.150

146

S.I. Krupko herself appears to accept the “permissibility of settlement in international commercial arbitration
of investment disputes of public-law character.” S.I. Krupko, Investment Disputes Between a State and a
Foreign Investor at 107 (BEK 2002) (Exhibit S-84).
147
Asoskov Report at ¶¶ 11-22. Professor Asoskov omits to point out, though, that the 1993 International
Arbitration Law contained two paragraphs on arbitrability, only one of which expressed a civil-law
limitation. Article 1(2)2) of that Law provided for arbitration of “disputes arising between enterprises with
foreign investments, international associations and organizations established in the territory of the Russian
Federation; disputes between the participants of such entities; as well as disputes between such entities and
other subjects of the Russian Federation law.” Federal Law No. 5338-1 of July 7, 1993, on International
Commercial Arbitration, Article 1(2)2) (Exhibit S-85). As is evident, this language contains no civil-law
limitation.
148
Asoskov Report at ¶ 13.
149
1993 International Commercial Arbitration Law Article 1(1). Professor Asoskov also referred to
Article 1(1) of the 1992 Provisional Regulation on an Arbitral Tribunal for Resolving Economic Disputes
(Asoskov Report at ¶ 16) and Article 1(2) of the 2002 Law on Arbitral Tribunals (Asoskov Report at ¶ 20).
As Professor Asoskov himself admits, both of these acts apply only to Russian domestic arbitration.
Asoskov Report at fn. 10, 13. They are thus irrelevant for the analyses in the report.
150
Id. Article 1(5) (Exhibit S-85). Article 1 was amended in 2015, with the change taking effect in September
2016 (Exhibit S-86). The amended statute, in particular, provides:
3. The parties may agree to refer to international commercial arbitration . . . disputes arisen in connection
with making foreign investments in the territory of the Russian Federation or Russian investments abroad.
...
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176.

Professor Asoskov also referred to provisions in the Civil Procedure Code and the Arbitrazh
Procedure Code and argued that they limit contracts to arbitrate to civil law disputes. 151 His
discussion ignored other provisions in these laws that lay the ground for arbitration of
international-law disputes and overlooked the post-1993 revision of the Codes to bring them
in line with Article 15(4) of the Constitution.

177.

In particular, Professor Asoskov did not refer to Article 25 of the version of the Civil
Procedure Code in effect in 1994, at the time of signing of the ECT. 152 The last subpoint of
that provision provides:
Courts shall also review cases with foreign citizens, stateless persons, foreign
enterprises, and organizations participating in them, provided that no alternative is
stated in interstate agreements, international agreements, or agreements between the
parties.
This language indicates that agreement-based dispute resolution may substitute for court
jurisdiction. Notably, it does not limit the scope of this substitution to cases arising out of
civil-law relations. 153

178.

Professor Asoskov also failed to discuss Article 1(2) of the 2002 Civil Procedure Code. This
provision states that: “If an international treaty of the Russian Federation has established the
rules for the civil court procedure different from those stipulated by the law, the rules of the
international treaty shall be applied.” 154

179.

Professor Asoskov also referred to Article 23 the 1995 Arbitrazh Procedure Code, which went
into effect shortly after the signing of the ECT. 155 He did not mention, however, Article 3(3)

5. If provided for in international agreements of the Russian Federation and federal law, disputes not
covered by this article, involving a foreign investor in connection with making foreign investments in the
territory of the Russian Federation and Russian investments abroad may be referred to international
commercial arbitration.
151

Asoskov Report at ¶¶ 14-15.
Civil Procedure Code of the R.S.F.S.R, as adopted in 1964 and subsequently amended (Exhibit S-87).
153
Professor Asoskov also referred to Article 11 of the Civil Code, Part I of which went into effect shortly after
the signing of the ECT (Exhibit S-88). Asoskov Report at ¶¶ 37-38. Article 11 recognizes the arbitrability of
civil-law rights, but does not address the question of the arbitrability of public-law issues.
154
2002 Civil Procedure Code of the Russian Federation Article 1(2) (Exhibit S-89). Professor Asoskov cited
Article 3(3) of the 2002 Civil Procedure Code, which recognizes the general arbitrability of civil-law claims.
Asoskov Report at ¶ 21. The report did not refer to Article 1(2) of that Code, the provision that established a
special position of treaty-based rules, including treaty-based arbitration.
155
Asoskov Report at ¶ 18.
152
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of that Code, which reconciled the pre-existing Arbitrazh Procedure Code, enacted before
adoption of the Constitution, with Article 15(4) of the Constitution. Article 3(3) states: “If the
rules of the court proceedings, established by an international treaty of the Russian
Federation, differ from those stipulated by the legislation of the Russian Federation, the rules
of the international treaty shall be applied.” 156 The 1995 Code thus reflects Russian law’s
general approach to treaty-based claims as distinct from either public- or private-law issues
and its acceptance of the possibility of settling by arbitration all treaty-based disputes.
180.

In all these instances, Russian legislation recognizes the distinct characteristics of treaty rules
within the Russian legal system. The legislation demonstrates that claims arising under a
treaty can be submitted to arbitration irrespective of whether or not Russian law limits
arbitrability of disputes based on domestic public law. 157

181.

That the Russian Federation can agree to arbitrate international law disputes irrespectively of
any domestic limitations on arbitrability of public law disputes is demonstrated by the
Russian Federation’s practice. Thus, at around the time when it signed the ECT, the Russian
Federation agreed to arbitrate disputes concerning the implementation of an Agreement with
the OECD on its privileges and immunities in Russia. 158 It accepted the obligation to arbitrate
even though the agreement provided for such matters as jurisdictional and tax immunities and
was applied provisionally from June 8, 1994, the date of its signature.159 As another example,
at approximately the same time, the Russian Federation agreed to arbitrate disputes under its

156

1995 Arbitrazh Procedure Code Article 3(3) (Exhibit S-90). Article 3(3) of the 2002 Arbitrazh Procedure
Code is to the same effect (Exhibit S-91).
157
In support of his position on non-arbitrability of public law disputes, Professor Asoskov refers to the findings
of the Constitutional Court in Resolution No. 10-P of May 26, 2011 (Exhibit S-75). Asoskov Report at ¶¶ 7-10.
The discussion above makes clear that the Resolution is irrelevant to the issues in the present case. It concerns
arbitration of disputes between Russian private parties (involving registration of immovable property in Russia)
before a Russian arbitral tribunal and, what is key, under Russian law. The Constitutional Court did not discuss
whether or not the Russian Federation can arbitrate a promise that it gave as a sovereign State under
international law. As this report demonstrates, the Russian Federation can clearly do so.
The same point applies to the cases that, according to Professor Asoskov, formulate the test of “concentration of
socially significant public elements” as a criterion for distinguishing civil law disputes from public law disputes
(Asoskov Report at ¶ 34): None of them is based on international law.
158
Agreement between the Government of the Russian Federation and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development on Privileges and Immunities Granted to the Organization in the Russian Federation
of June 8, 1994, Article 16 (Exhibit S-23).
159
Specifically, Article 17(1) provided for provisional application. As noted in ¶ 95 of the report, the
EDB Agreement similarly both provided for arbitration and applied provisionally.
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Air Traffic Agreement with Australia. 160 This agreement entered into force upon signature
(i.e., without ratification) on July 11, 1994, and regulated such matters as the use of Russia’s
air space, customs control, ensuring flight security, etc. 161 Nowhere in these treaties can one
find a limitation to “civil law” disputes on the scope of the Russian Federation’s commitment
to arbitrate.
182.

As the above demonstrates, Russian law endorses, rather than rejects, the arbitrability of
treaty-based claims. The Russian Federation can arbitrate international-law disputes if a treaty
so provides. As a result, international arbitration of treaty-based claims is consistent with
Russian law.

3.2

Russian Law Expressly Provides for International Arbitration of All Aspects of
Investment Disputes Arising Under a Treaty

183.

Professor Asoskov concluded that both Law No. 1545-1 of July 4, 1991, on Foreign
Investment in the R.S.F.S.R. (1991 Law) and Law No. 160-FZ of July 9, 1999, on Foreign
Investment in the Russian Federation (1999 Law) do not “convert public law disputes
initiated by foreign investors against the Russian Federation into arbitrable disputes.” 162 This
section demonstrates that those conclusions are mistaken. To begin with, there was nothing to
“convert” in the present case: Treaty-based disputes regarding foreign investment are not
Russian public-law disputes, but rather disputes resting on Russia’s international legal
obligations. In any event, both of these laws provide specifically for the complete arbitrability
of treaty-based investment disputes.

184.

This section first discusses the historical background to the 1991 Law to explain why
international arbitration of investment disputes was a central element of Russian legislation. It
then analyzes both the 1991 and 1999 Laws to demonstrate why Professor Asoskov’s
interpretation of them is incorrect.

160

Agreement between the Government of the Russian Federation and the Government of Australia on Air
Traffic of July 11, 1994, Article 17 (Exhibit S-92).
161
Specifically, Article 22 provided for the entry into force of the agreement upon its signature.
162
Asoskov Report at ¶¶ 80, 88.
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185.

For most of the history of the Soviet Union, foreign investment in the form of ownership of
Russian legal persons or productive assets was unlawful. A 1987 administrative regulation on
joint ventures gave foreign investors their first legal toehold for operations on the territory of
the Soviet Union, but great uncertainty prevailed. 163 Over the subsequent four years strong
conflicts emerged between those in the Soviet leadership seeking to open up the country to
foreign investment and economic liberalization and those hoping to preserve the main
elements of the traditional Soviet system, including centralized control of economic activity
and significant barriers to foreign participation in the national economy. These conflicts
involved both the Union organs of state power, including the Council of Ministers, the
Congress of Deputies (from 1989) and the Presidency (from 1990), and those of the Union
Republics, especially the R.S.F.S.R. 164

186.

The principal consequence of these conflicts was deep uncertainty over the legal regime
governing foreign investment. Complicating these problems was a complete absence of
experience on the part of the judiciary with private business law. The regular courts had dealt
with private business only as the subject of criminal prohibition. The arbitrazh courts had
dealt only with economic relations within the state-controlled economy. The Russian
Federation thus faced a considerable legal deficit that had a serious negative impact on
potential foreign investment. 165

187.

The most significant legislative act addressing these issues was the 1991 Law. The Legislator
intended generally to encourage foreign investment as a means of redressing the profound
economic stagnation that plagued Russia as well as to overcome the obstacles to foreign
investment presented by the instability and insufficiency of post-Soviet law.

163

My contemporaneous analysis of these initial steps to legalize foreign investment can be found in
Paul B. Stephan, Perestroyka and Property: The Law of Ownership in the Post-Socialist Soviet Union,
39 Am. J. Comp. L. 35 at 50-52 (1991) (Exhibit S-93).
164
My contemporaneous scholarship on these conflicts, in addition to that article cited in the prior footnote,
includes The Restructuring of Soviet Commercial Law and Its Impact on International Business Transactions,
24 Geo. Wash. J. Int’l L. & Econ. 89 (1990) (Exhibit S-94) and Soviet Law and Foreign Investment:
Perestroyka’s Gordian Knot, 25 Int’l Law. 741 (1991) (Exhibit S-2).
165
My experience as a leader of the coordinating committee for the Conference on Law and Economic
Cooperation, co-sponsored by the American Bar Association and the U.S.S.R. Union of Jurists and held in
Moscow in October 1990, underscores this observation. Conflict between Soviet and Russian officials at that
event undermined the intended purpose of the Conference to reassure potential U.S. business partners about the
stability of the domestic legal regime and the competence of domestic legal institutions.
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188.

The substantive provisions of the 1991 Law responded to these concerns and provided legal
guarantees to foreign investors that did not exist or were unclear in prior Russian or Soviet
law. In particular, Article 9 of that Law endorsed access to international arbitration of
disputes arising out of investment, so as to provide an alternative to the inadequate domestic
courts, which did not have experience with private economic transactions or a good reputation
for protecting private rights against state incursions.

189.

The 1991 Law was in force when the Russian Federation signed the ECT. It indicates that
international arbitration of investment disputes was consistent with Russian law at that time.
It did not provide free-standing consent for international arbitration, but rather expressly
authorized that Russian treaties, either extant or to be made in the future, can themselves
provided for international arbitration of treaty-based claims brought by foreign investors.

190.

Professor Asoskov deals with the 1991 Law in ¶¶ 75-80 of his report. He gives an incomplete
and ultimately misleading account of its approach to dispute resolution generally and
arbitration in particular. Far from regarding disputes between foreign investors and the
Russian Federation over the application of treaty rules as nonarbitrable, the 1991 Law
provides expressly for international arbitration of these matters.

191.

Each of the provisions of the 1991 Law regarding dispute resolution deserves careful
attention. First, Article 7(3) of the 1991 Law provided that “[d]ecisions of bodies of state
administration on the taking of foreign investments may be appealed to the courts of the
RSFSR.” This provision was permissive, inasmuch as it says “may be appealed” rather than
“must be appealed.” Such permission was necessary, because the existence of court
jurisdiction over such actions could not be taken for granted in the post-Soviet legal and
political system. Article 7(3) did not provide for exclusive jurisdiction of the Russian courts,
and Professor’s Asoskov’s statement that expropriation issues “could be examined only by
State courts” finds no support in its language. 166

192.

Next, Article 9 of the 1991 Law made clear that Article 7(3) was permissive and not
exclusive. It contained three different avenues for dispute resolution that encompass both

166

Asoskov Report at ¶ 76(i).
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domestic and international instruments. It both defined the scope of dispute resolution and
indicated what instruments were permissible for resolving these disputes. Specifically, Article
9 provided the following:
Investment disputes, including disputes on matters of the size, terms, or manner
of payment of compensation shall be decided in the Supreme Court of the RSFSR or
in the High Arbitrazh Court of the RSFSR, unless another manner has been provided
by an international treaty in effect on the territory of the RSFSR.
Disputes of foreign investors and of enterprises with foreign investments with
state bodies of the RSFSR, enterprises, societal organizations and other legal persons
of the RSFSR, disputes between investors and enterprises with foreign investments
on matters connected with their commercial activity and also disputes between
participants in an enterprise with foreign investment and such enterprise itself are
subject to consideration in the courts of the RSFSR or, upon agreement of the
parties, in an arbitration tribunal, and in cases provided by legislation, in bodies for
the consideration of commercial disputes.
An international agreement in effect on the territory of the RSFSR may envisage
the use of international means for settling disputes arising in connection with making
foreign investments on the territory of the RSFSR.
193.

Consider first Article 9’s definition of the scope of arbitrable disputes. Its first paragraph
stated that investment disputes “include”, but are not limited to, disputes over the amount,
conditions and procedure for the payment of compensation. The second paragraph referred to
disputes between foreign investors and enterprises with foreign investment, on the one hand,
and Russian state bodies, on the other hand, and authorized arbitration “upon agreement of
the parties.” The third paragraph stated that a treaty “may envisage the use of international
means for settling disputes arising in connection with making foreign investments on the
territory of the RSFSR.”

194.

All three paragraphs of Article 9 recognized international investment arbitration as a
permitted means of resolving the specified disputes. The first paragraph authorized the use of
another procedure established by an international treaty in effect in the territory of the
Russian Federation. The second referred to the use of an arbitral tribunal “upon agreement of
the parties.” The third stated that an “international agreement in effect on the territory of the
RSFSR” may provide for international means of dispute resolution, which undoubtedly
includes arbitration.

195.

None of the paragraphs of Article 9 limited the availability of arbitration to private-law
matters. Paragraph 1 referred to “investment disputes” and foresaw that they would include
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but would not be limited to disputes over the amount and terms of payment of compensation.
Paragraph 2 referred simply to “disputes” without any words of limitation. Paragraph 3
specifically provided that any dispute “arising in connection with making foreign
investments” may be resolved by international arbitration if a treaty so provides. None of the
paragraphs limited the kinds of disputes that may be subject to arbitration, and in particular
did not say that disputes implicating domestic public law could be brought only in domestic
courts.
196.

Moreover, Article 9 did not limit its embrace of treaty-based dispute resolution to treaties that
had entered into force with respect to the Russian Federation or, more specifically, to treaties
that had been ratified by the Russian Federation. Rather, the article refers to treaties that have
effect in the Russian legal system. One of the objectives of the 1991 Law was to reassure
foreign investors that the R.S.F.S.R. would comply with its international legal obligations,
whether assumed directly or on its behalf by the U.S.S.R. These obligations included those
based on provisionally applicable treaties.

197.

Professor Asoskov did not discuss the references to treaty-based arbitration found in
paragraphs 1 and 3 of Article 9 of the 1991 Law. While ignoring these provisions, he asserted
that this Article in general made a distinction between investment disputes “within the strict
meaning of this term” and civil law disputes, and that only the latter were arbitrable.167 He
supported this distinction with a quotation from Academician B.N. Topornin. 168 In the
passage quoted, however, Topornin did nothing more than restate the language of
paragraphs 1 and 2 of Article 9. In particular, Topornin did not indicate that arbitration under
any of these paragraphs was available only in respect of civil law disputes. Nor did he state
that investment disputes “as such” were by their nature nonarbitrable. To the contrary, in the
paragraph immediately following the language quoted by Asoskov, he stated:
Russian legislation from the very beginning opened the path for foreign investors to
use the facilities of international commercial arbitration, including those involving
relations between foreign investors and Russian state organs. However, Russian

167

Id. at ¶¶ 75-80.
Asoskov Report at ¶ 78 (quoting B.N. Topornin, Russian Law and Foreign Investments: Topical Issues, in
Legal Regulation of Foreign Investment in Russia at 30-31 (A.G. Svetlanov, ed., 1995)).
168
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courts, frequently general courts, moved to the forefront. It is understandable if to
take into account the moment of time. But quickly life introduced change. 169
Topornin thus stated that, rather than rejecting arbitration of disputes initiated by foreign
investors, the lawmaker contemplated the possibility of such arbitration in the near future.
198.

Seeking to impose a distorted construction on Article 9 of the 1991 Law, Professor Asoskov
also quoted from an article by R. Nagapetyants on investment treaties. 170 The article states
that the scope of arbitration under investment treaties to which the Soviet Union was a party
(a set that closed in 1991) was limited to determination of the amount of compensation and
the procedure for payment in the event of nationalization. Nagapetyants may have accurately
described treaties to which the Soviet Union was a party. He did not, however, set out a
template for Russian treaty practice. Shortly after publication of his article, the Russian
Federation extended the scope of treaty-based dispute resolution to include all matters arising
out of an investment, including the issue of whether an expropriation had occurred.

171

Paragraphs 1 and 3 of Article 9 anticipated this possibility. This coverage was consistent with
the objective of the 1991 Law of providing greater legal security to foreign investors.
199.

To read into the 1991 Law limitations that cannot be found in its text, Professor Asoskov
argued that that Article 9 was “similar” to Article 43 of the Fundamentals of Legislation on
Foreign Investments in the U.S.S.R, Law No. 2302-1 of July 5, 1991 (Fundamentals). 172 He
stated that Article 43(2) of the Fundamentals allowed arbitration between foreign investors
and Soviet state bodies only as parties to civil law relations, and implied that this limitation
somehow extended to Article 9(2) of the 1991 Law, which does not itself mention any such
thing. 173 In the Dutch annulment proceedings, the District Court of The Hague went further
than Professor Asoskov and concluded that Article 9(2) of 1991 Law should be read “in

169

B.N. Topornin, Russian Law and Foreign Investments: Topical Issues, in Legal Regulation of Foreign
Investment in Russia at 31 (A.G. Svetlanov, ed., 1995) (Exhibit S-95).
170
Asoskov Report at ¶ 76 fn. 54 (quoting R. Nagapetyants, Treaties for the Promotion and Reciprocal
Protection of Investments, 5 Foreign Trade at 14 (1991)).
171
For example, on November 4, 1993, more than a year before signing the ECT, the Russian Federation signed
a bilateral investment treaty with Denmark (Exhibit S-96). Article 8 of that treaty tracks the language of
paragraph 3 of Article 9 of the 1991 Law in authorizing arbitration over “[a]ny dispute which may arise between
an investor of one Contracting Party and the other Contracting Party in connection with an investment on the
territory of that other Contracting Party . . .”
172
Fundamentals of Legislation on Foreign Investment in the U.S.S.R. No. 2302-1, Article 43 (Exhibit S-109)
173
Asoskov Report at ¶¶ 72, 75. 77.
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accordance” with the Fundamentals. 174 Neither the District Court, nor Professor Asoskov,
however, reveal the limited legal significance of the Fundamentals in Russian law.
200.

Under the Soviet system, the national (All-Union) legislator would enact a Fundamental on a
particular topic, leaving it to the Union Republics, such as Russia, to adopt more detailed
legislation. In the case of the Fundamentals on Foreign Investment, however, the enactment
came in the context of a deep and ongoing constitutional crisis, culminating a few weeks later
in the abortive coup against the Gorbachev administration that proved the death blow to the
Soviet Union. 175

201.

In light of these developments, the U.S.S.R. in July 1991 understandably took a restrained
approach to whatever was left of its authority over the Union Republics. Article 1 of the
Fundamentals acknowledged the right of the Union Republics to tailor their legislation to
their specific needs and did not require strict conformity with its provisions.176 Moreover, the
Resolution of the U.S.S.R. Supreme Soviet that accompanied their enactment merely
recommended, rather than mandated, that the Union Republics bring their legislation into
conformity with the Fundamentals. 177

202.

It is clear that the R.S.F.S.R. would not have complied even with these limited instructions of
the Soviet Union. The enactment of the Fundamentals occurred the day after adoption of the
1991 Law, and occurred in the face of the earlier Russian Declaration of Sovereignty,
discussed at ¶ 26 above, rejecting the authority of the U.S.S.R. to use Union laws to interfere
with the fundamental economic policies of the R.S.F.S.R. 178 The Russian Federation, upon
formalizing its full independence at the end of 1991, recognized the ongoing effect of Soviet

174

District Court Opinion at ¶ 5.43.
The coup began on August 18, 1991, and was resolved by a complete victory for Russian President Yeltsin
by August 21.
176
Fundamentals of Legislation on Foreign Investment No. 2302-1 of July 5, 1991, Article 1 (Exhibit S-97).
The article recognizes the prerogative of the Union Republics to adopt laws that reflect their specific economic
and investment policies, “except for those relations the regulation of which comes within the authority of the
U.S.S.R. and other relations the responsibility for the regulation of which the U.S.S.R. has undertaken in an
international treaty.”
177
Resolution of the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. No. 2303-1 of July 5, 1991, ¶ 6 (Exhibit S-98).
178
Declaration on the State Sovereignty of the R.S.F.S.R. of June 12, 1990, ¶¶ 1, 5 (Exhibit S-1). For
contemporaneous discussion, see Paul B. Stephan, Soviet Law and Foreign Investment: Perestroyka’s Gordian
Knot, 25 Int’l Law. 741 at 751-52 (1991) (Exhibit S-2).
175
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legislation only to the extent that Russian law did not already regulate the relevant issue.179
Professor Asoskov concedes that the Fundamentals lacked legal force in Russia at this
point. 180 I disagree with this part of his report in only one respect. As of July 4, 1991, it
already was the view of the Russian legislator that the 1991 Law occupied the field of
regulation of foreign investment, and that no subsequently adopted law of the U.S.S.R. could
have altered or affect the meaning of that enactment.
203.

Moreover, Article 43 of the Fundamentals on Foreign Investment, although less fulsome than
Article 9 of the 1991 Law, does not contradict the latter’s approach to treaty-based arbitration.
Paragraph 1 of that Article provided that its allocation of judicial jurisdiction applied “unless
otherwise provided by international treaties of the U.S.S.R.” Like Article 9 of the 1991 Law,
this provision recognized that disputes based on international obligations in effect in the
Russian Federation stand on different ground than those involving only rights and obligations
derived from domestic legislation and can be resolved through arbitration.

204.

In sum, Article 9 of the 1991 Law refutes the argument that Russian law regards treaty-based
disputes arising out of foreign investment as nonarbitrable. To the contrary, Article 9 accepts
international investment arbitration in principle and provides express legislative endorsement
by the Russian Federation of treaty provisions providing for submission of investment
disputes to international arbitration.

205.

After Russia had signed the ECT but before this dispute commenced, Russia replaced the
1991 Law with the 1999 Law on Foreign Investment. Article 10 of this enactment provides:
A dispute of a foreign investor arising in connection with its investments and
business activity conducted in the territory of the Russian Federation shall be
resolved in accordance with international treaties of the Russian Federation and
federal laws in courts, arbitrazh courts or through international arbitration (arbitral
tribunal).

179

Resolution of the Supreme Soviet of the Russian Federation No. 2014-1 of December 12, 1991, on the
Ratification of the Agreement on the Creation of the Commonwealth of Independent States, ¶ 2 (Exhibit S-30).
180
Asoskov Report at ¶ 69 fn. 48:
The prevailing opinion has been that the Law of the RSFSR No. 1545-1 dated July 4, 1991 “On Foreign
Investments in the RSFSR” [Exhibit S-99], left no matters to be regulated by the USSR Fundamentals, and
therefore the Soviet law should be deemed to have ceased to be in effect in the Russian Federation
following the collapse of the USSR.
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206.

In all relevant points, the 1999 Law confirms the basic approach to international arbitration of
investment disputes that the 1991 Law established. Like the 1991 Law, it refers to
international treaties of the Russian Federation in general, and therefore also does not exclude
provisionally applicable treaties. It does not by its own terms mandate international arbitration
of investment disputes. Rather, it endorses the principle of investor-State arbitration and
confirms that treaty-based arbitration clauses either already existing or to be made in the
future are consistent with the Russian legal system. Like the 1991 Law, it does not restrict the
possibility of international arbitration to disputes over valuation of expropriated property or
other issues that, according to Professor Asoskov, are derived from private law. Rather, at
time when Russia had joined bilateral investment treaties that provided for the investor’s right
to submit to international arbitration the issue of whether an expropriation had occurred, the
1999 Law continued to endorse arbitration of all treaty-based investment disputes.

207.

Article 10 of the 1999 Law does not on its own provide for all components necessary to
arbitrate disputes, such as a set of arbitration rules, but rather endorses investment treaty
arbitration in principle. Seizing on this fact, Professor Asoskov characterized it as a “blanket
provision”. 181 He then concluded that:
The 1999 Law therefore does not address the issue of the arbitrability of a dispute
(i.e. the possibility for an arbitral tribunal to resolve a dispute). Instead, it refers this
issue to other Russian laws and international treaties of the Russian Federation. 182

208.

Even assuming that Professor Asoskov is right to label Article 10 of the 1999 Law a blanket
provision, the conclusion that he reaches is still wrong. Professor Asoskov ignores the fact
that a blanket provision is not a text devoid of meaning. Rather, as a scholar cited by
Professor Asoskov himself explains, a blanket provision is a legal rule arranged with the use
of a specific legislative technique. 183 Another scholar, again cited by Professor Asoskov,
confirms this and explains that blanket provisions “establish rules of behavior”, albeit in a

181

Asoskov Report at ¶¶ 82-87.
Id. at ¶ 88.
183
S.S. Alexeev, General Theory of Law, Volume II at 283-284 (Yuridicheskaya Literatura 1982) (Exhibit S100). The book is cited in ¶ 84 of the Asoskov Report
182
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general way. 184 As explained above, the general rule contained in Article 10 of the 1999 law
is the acceptance of investment treaty arbitration and an express legal foundation for
implementation of investment treaty-based arbitration clauses.
209.

In sum, Article 10 of the 1999 Law refutes the argument that Russian law in general regards
treaty-based disputes arising out of foreign investment as nonarbitral. To the contrary, Article
10 provides express legislative endorsement of fulfillment by the Russian Federation of treaty
provisions envisaging arbitration of all aspects of investment disputes.

210.

The Russian Government’s analysis made in 1996, when it submitted the ECT to the Duma
for ratification, confirms that Article 26 of the ECT was consistent with Russian law. The
Government, as required by Article 16(4) of the FLIT, included in this submission an
Explanatory Note that described the relationship between the obligations expressed in the
ECT and existing Russian law. 185 The Explanatory Note states:
At the time of the signing of the ECT, its provision on provisional application
was in conformity with Russian legal acts. For that reason, the Russian side did not
make declarations as to its inability to accept provisional application . . .
The provisions of the ECT are consistent with Russian legislation.
The ECT provisions touch upon legal principles which are envisaged by such
legal acts as the Law of the R.S.F.S.R. on Foreign Investments in the R.S.F.S.R. . . .
The legal regime of foreign investments envisaged under the ECT is consistent
with the provisions of the existing Law of the R.S.F.S.R. on Foreign Investments in
the R.S.F.S.R., as well as with the amended version of the Law currently being
discussed in the State Duma, and does not require the acknowledgement of any
concessions or the adoption of any amendments to the above-mentioned Law. 186

211.

These conclusions demonstrate that the ECT, including the arbitration obligation in
Article 26, was consistent with existing Russian law, and that the commitments contained in

184

N.M. Marchenko, Issues of General Theory of State and Law, Volume II at 585 (Prospect 2007) (Exhibit S101). The book is cited in¶ 86 of the Asoskov Report.
185
Law of July 15, 1995, No. 101-FZ “On International Treaties of the Russian Federation”, Article 16(4)
(Exhibit S-18):
A proposal for the ratification of an international treaty must contain a certified copy of the official text of
the international treaty, the rationale for its ratification, a report on its conformity with the legislation of the
Russian Federation, and an evaluation of possible fiscal, economic, and other consequences of the
ratification of the treaty, including, if necessary, an opinion of the Government of the Russian Federation as
provided for in article 104 of the Constitution of the Russian Federation. (Emphasis added.)
186
Explanatory Note to the Draft Federal Law “On Ratification of the Energy Charter Treaty and the Energy
Charter Protocol on Energy Efficiency and Related Environmental Aspects” at 1, 4 (Exhibit S-102).
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the ECT fulfilled, rather than contradicted, the provisions of the 1991 Law, including its
commitment to international arbitration.
212.

In the Dutch proceedings to annul the award at issue here, the District Court of The Hague
discounted these explanations by Russian officials. First, it regarded statements “originated
from the executive” as lacking in probative value as to the meaning of Russian law. 187
Second, it construed these comments as addressed only to the issue of whether or not the
intended ratification of the ECT would require modifying Russian legislation. 188 Third, it
cited other Russian practice where the Government submitted certain Russian bilateral
investment treaties for ratification and informed the Duma that it did so, in particular, because
the treaties provided for the “mechanism” of settling disputes by arbitration which was “not
provided for in Russian law”. 189

213.

This position rests on misunderstanding and confusion. First, the Note was not released as
part of a campaign to influence Duma’s opinion and did not “originate” as an expression of
the Government’s unilateral views. Rather, it represented the Government’s fulfilment of its
legislatively mandated obligation under Article 16(4) of the FLIT to report on the conformity
of the ECT with Russian law when submitting it for ratification. One should assume that the
Government, in fulfilling its obligation to the Legislative Branch, acted in good faith and with
due diligence. The conclusions stated in the Note, therefore, represented a considered legal
opinion.

214.

Second, the Note’s conclusion about the ECT’s conformity with Russian law (and the 1991
Law specifically) is not an answer to the question whether or not the ratification of the ECT
would require subsequent adjustments of Russian law. This is not what the text of the
Explanatory Note says. When the Note states that the ECT is “consistent with Russian
legislation,” it clearly means that there is no conflict between the two at the time when this
statement is made. This finding represents the outcome of the Government’s implementation
of its legal duty under Article 16(4) of the FLIT to analyze the conformity of the ECT with

187

District Court Decision at ¶ 5.60.
Id.
189
Id. at ¶¶ 5.62-5.64.
188
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Russian law and report its conclusions to the Duma when presenting the treaty for ratification.
The finding that there is no conflict between the ECT and Russian legislation may also imply
that no changes to this legislation would have been needed once the ECT would be ratified.
This implication, however, does not undermine the underlying conclusion that the substance
of the ECT presented no problem for existing Russian legislation.
215.

Third, the Court misconstrued the significance of later explanatory notes to certain Russian
bilateral investment treaties. To begin with, none of the later treaties provided for provisional
application. None of the Government’s statements in these explanatory notes indicated a
belief that provisional application of those treaties would have been inconsistent with Russian
law or insufficient to express agreement to arbitrate, if those treaties had provided for
provisional application.

216.

The District Court of The Hague also failed to appreciate that the explanatory notes – if they
mention arbitration at all – refer to the “mechanism” of settlement of investment disputes, not
to arbitrability of such disputes. Accordingly, the explanatory notes concern the determination
of the procedures to be followed in the arbitration and presume that international investment
disputes in principle can be settled by arbitration. Indeed, all the explanatory notes referred to
by the District Court make this presumption. Representative is the Explanatory Note
accompanying the Agreement between the Government of the Russian Federation and the
Government of the Republic of Argentina on Encouragement and Reciprocal Protection of
Investments. The Note explained that ratification was necessary because “Federal Law
No. 1545-1 of July 4, 1991 ‘On Foreign Investment in the R.S.F.S.R.’ does not provide for a
mechanism of settlement of such types of disputes by international arbitration.” 190 Indeed, the
two other explanatory notes referred to by the District Court contained similar language. 191

190

Explanatory Note of October 25, 1999, on the Issue of Ratification of the Agreement between the
Government of the Russian Federation and the Government of the Republic of Argentina on Encouragement and
Reciprocal Protection of Investments at 1-2 (Exhibit S-103).
191
Explanatory Note of April 8, 2000, on the Issue of Ratification of the Agreement between the Government of
the Russian Federation and the Government of the South African Republic for the Promotion and Reciprocal
Protection of Investments at 1-2 (Exhibit S-104); Explanatory Note of February 29, 2000, on the Issue of
Ratification of the Agreement between the Government of the Russian Federation and the Government of Japan
for the Promotion and Protection of Investments at 2 (Exhibit S-105).
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217.

Finally, the explanatory notes do not state that the “mechanism” of settling international
investment disputes in arbitration is in conflict with Russia law. Rather, they indicate that this
“mechanism” is not “provided for” in the 1991 and 1999 Laws. 192 This means only that the
bilateral investment treaties complement rather than contradict the provisions of Russian
investment legislation. This is so because, while Article 9 of the 1991 Law and Article 10 of
the 1999 Law allow investment treaty arbitration, they do not contain details on the conduct
of such arbitration, like a set of procedural rules that the parties will follow. These details are
what a particular investment treaty, like Article 26 of the ECT, supplies.

218.

In sum, the Explanatory Note submitted to the Duma concerning the ECT provided a
persuasive contemporary account by the Russian Government, in satisfaction of its
legislatively mandated duty, of the consistency of Article 26 of the ECT with the 1991 Law in
general and its dispute resolution provisions in particular. This account confirms that
arbitration of ECT disputes under its Article 26 is fully in line with Russian law.

219.

To conclude, Russian legislation in effect at the time of the signing of the ECT anticipated
and provided for international arbitration of investment disputes, including disputes over
whether acts of the Russian Federation constituted an expropriation within the terms of a
treaty. In particular, the 1991 Law contemplated submission of such disputes to arbitration on
the basis of an international treaty. The 1999 Law confirmed the arbitrability of foreign
investment disputes. This legislation thus indicates that the arbitration obligations contained
in Article 26 of the ECT do not transgress any limits on arbitrability imposed by Russian law
and are consistent with Russian law.

192
The explanatory note to the investment protection agreement between Russia and Argentina is an example: It
states that the 1991 Law “does not provide for” a mechanism of settlement of disputes by arbitration rather than
this mechanism contradicts the 1991 Law.
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